October 2018

There has not been a bulletin for quite a while so
this issue catches things up by including all the
“missing” bulletin reports. There is no other
editing!!
Michael

Bulletin Wednesday 19th April 2017
International Students Evening
A fairly good attendance, compared with recent meetings, and quite necessary in order to
give our principle guests a worthwhile audience. They arrived in style by the excellent
chauffeuring efforts of Andrew and Gill who battled with early evening traffic through
Manchester and Salford traffic to arrive a little late but with enough time for some pre dinner
introductions and ‘breaking of ice’ chat.
As ever we and the students, we hope, enjoyed the excellent buffet dinner followed by coffee
and a short break for more ‘getting to know you’ exchange.
Vida gave apologies and guests which, apart from the students, was one in number that
being Mary who did not let me forget that I told her it was one of those joint evenings open to
wives and partners etc. Never the less she enjoyed the evening as a sole representative of
that group.
Vida then invited the Hosts of the evening to introduce their individual guests. This being done
Sue invited each International student to say a few words about themselves, their subjects of
study, their country and last but not least their impressions of Manchester .
Host John & Mary

1. Spain: Irene Vazquez. Studying, Modern Languages, Non language Communication
and Culture. Interests: Arts and dancing especially ballet. Living in Manchester since
last September and enjoying the city, especially the canal area, the friendliness of the
people but surprised that the ‘cheek kissing’ greeting does not exist as in many other
countries in Europe. Comparisons with London were expressed and it would appear
that Manchester was preferred even the weather. (This was probably due to the
absence of Winter in the past six months in the latter). Tea was also enjoyed, not
being a popular drink in Spain, but preferred Spanish food.

Host: Host: Andrew
2. Ghana: Bernice Abalin Studying at Salford University MEng Civil Engineering. Interests:
dancing, singing, reading.
She has lived in Manchester for 15 years with her family.
Often visits the Royal Exchange which inspired her main interests. Gave a very
interesting background to her home country of Ghana regarding the various races, tribes
and languages. Also a description of how this was projected in the different type of crops
and foods provided in the several regions. This she is extending her travels in going to
Camp America
Host: Sue & Bob
3. Korea (South Korea) Seohyun Kim Studying: English language & literature.
Interests: Traveling, nature. Gave thanks for a very enjoyable dinner. Gave a brief
account of the separation of North and South Korea in 1953 following the cease fire and
the evacuation of the Chinese and Allied forces from the respective territories. Also the
inability for the two countries to have any exchange visiting for over sixty years. His home
town is quite near the border which makes very aware of the possibility of the outbreak of

conflict again between the two countries. He stated that a good education was a top very
competitive priority at home. Enjoys studying the nature of animals in the several
countries he has visited. He was quite surprised how multinational Manchester is and the
vast number of different national restaurants but did not find a noteworthy one of South
Korea.

Host: Gill
4. Thailand. Surat Asvapoositkul; Studying: MSc Electrical Power System Engineering.
Interests: Science and movies. Does not enjoy the prevailing weather conditions in
Manchester and prefers that of his own country of. Also found Manchester a very quiet
compared with his home city of Banco especially at weekends when it seems everybody
stays at home except for those going to a football match. He admitted that his
understanding of the English language was much better than his ability to speak it. This
was mainly due the amount of time reading and understanding books in English which is a
necessity as there are no text books in Thai on his engineering subject. He missed the
food of his native country and spoke about the vast variety of dishes that are served there
compared with Thai restaurants in Manchester.
:
Host: Harry & Maggie
5. India. Abhiraj Chakraborty: Studying: Bsc (hons) Wildlife Biology: Interests:
photography,
adventure sports, martial arts, animals. At Manchester
Polytechnic. He opened his talk but stating that he was “WEIRED!! He has travelled all
over India but would like to extend his travels into space even if there is no life there.
India was far too diverse to describe as one country in its various states, tribes,
languages, religions and the nature of the various people out of a population of over a
billion citizens. During his travels he has been bitten by snakes twice chased by wild cats,
big cats that is,. Has a great admiration for elephants. He misses the wild life and the size
of the animals of India but can give the spiders a miss

The students talks created a lot of interest and enjoyment which was noticeable by the many
questions from the audience and the relies which were generated. There followed some
informal interviews with the students and the meeting was closed at approximate 10.15.
Altogether a very good evening meeting and worthwhile repeating in future years. Well
done Sue for the arrangements and also to Gill and Andrew who had the arduous job of
chauffeuring the Students back to various parts of Manchester and Salford.
ENDS

Bulletin 26/04/2017
Uganda Trip
The meeting was well attended by members and their guests as we were treated to an excellent
presentation about the Uganda trip.
Vida noted apologies from Gill, Neil and Chris. Sid and Pam were poorly so hope you two are feeling
better now.
Michael informed us that Pam was now improving. Duck Race sales online exceeded those sold over
the Easter period. The business cards are available and advertise and tempt those folk to go on line if
they do not have the ready cash. Please have these cards on the collecting tables when selling tickets.
Ian informed us that his ebay sales of donated old coins and jewellery from Rotary members had
raised £180 which has been transferred to Michael.
John M gave us an update on Duck Race rota. Still slots to be filled so if anybody has availability
please put yourself down
David informed us that he has been attending the High Peak Consortium who are looking at ways of
recruiting new members. Hazel Grove Rotary , along with other local rotary clubs and who support
Beechwood Care and Walthew house and are involved with the Plaza Cinema in Stockport. 2 films are
to be screened - 11 May and 21 June. Money raised from these showings will go to Beechwood Care
and Walthew house. Tickets will be £10 public, £8 Rotarians. David will circulate more details
regarding this event.
All the girls ( Sue, Maggie,Pat and Julia) looked very colourful as they had come dressed in native
Ugandan attire to give the evening atmosphere. They were let down by the men. Bob had his position
as President to consider so dressed in normal clothes. Harry had no excuse.
Maggie started the talk by introducing us to the home made dishes using authentic Ugandan recipes.
Food seem to feature largely in the group's Ugandan experiences and we were encouraged to sample
the fayre on offer to supplement the usual supper. I personally thought it was all delicious, especially
the red peanut sauce.
Sue then gave us an excellent presentation with accompanying slides and contributions from her
fellow travellers.
We had a quick geography lesson ( maps from Harry) and a fact sheet and a brief history of how the
links had been forged between Kasese Rotary( Uganda ) and B&W Rotary
Sue went to Uganda as a Teacher doing VSO. Met another Teacher out there - Carol- and became
friends. Sue returned to the UK (1971) and married Bob. Carol married Emmanual (from Africa) and
returned to live in Uganda. Sue returned to Uganda after 25 years , hooked up with Carol as as she and
her husband were Rotarians and set about establishing links

With the aid of Rotary Air miles, 2 Rotarians, Albert and Milly from Kasese were able to visit us in
UK. B&W Rotary were able to do an exchange visit in 2013 ( prize for video produced by
Brian Dougal).
The 2017 Rotary visit appeared to have had a very busy schedule with lots of food consumed. All were
housed with local Rotarians and were well looked after.
Activities included visits to the tourist school, fun (!) runs which raised £2000, dodging
the boda boda motorcycles, visits to a local village where the only water supply was collected manually
from the river, which was not particularly clean and visits to primary schools. They also attended a
local Rotary meeting, visited Milly's orphanage, saw Rotary donated toilets, the local hospital and
provided help at a medical camp. Harry came into his own here, managing with very basic facilities
and limited drugs, but with the advantage of having the on site nurse helping to diagnose many cases
of malaria and typhoid.
Bob the time keeper called time and wrapped up the evening after lots of questions.
Uganda part 2 ( The Rest of the holiday and lots of bird pictures) will be presented on another Rotary
night
No blind run mon 1st May as a BH.
Denise

Bulletin May 17th 2017
Tonight’s star turn was my dear wife Maggie, but she had to wait until we had discussed the future of
the Bulletin. I don’t mean the bulletin, the weekly epistle which logs salient points of each meeting,
but the Bulletin which Gordon has produced with ever increasing skill and panache every three
months. When he leaves the club he will no longer be doing the Bulletin and I have foolishly
volunteered to take over the job, hoping nobody will notice the difference. It has been suggested, and
discussed at Council, that we should end the Bulletin, but I am happy to produce a collation
of bulletins, along with appropriate photos. What I will find challenging is the production of a print
version. We have therefore agreed to cease the printed version. It can be sent by email attachment as a
PDF file and read using Adobe’s free reader. Instructions will be included in each email.
And so to Maggie’s coda to the symphony which is the Duck Race. Michael has already told us that
takings are down a little but are still very respectable, and the manifold little problems which we see
were invisible to the public. Some of Maggie’s thoughts are listed here:
We still need better publicity. SMBC denied access to the big notice board at Bramhall Green
roundabout, saying it was needed to advertise their own events. In fact their own banner was put up
on the day of the Duck Race. I shall have quiet and fairly polite words with my council friends to
ensure that sort of folly is not repeated next year.
The pros and cons of our selling points were discussed, as were individual tactics to engage the public.
Suggest pairing extroverts with introverts for best overall results!
The Duck Buses were busy according to the few accounts we have received. Certainly Hazel Grove
High School were happy with things and have invited us back next year.
Need A5 maps of local car parks and Duck Bus routes to give to drivers coming to the Park.
Need laminated instructions for car park volunteers, plus pre-event briefing.
Need a map of exhibitors to help those placing signage in the park.
Good sales of Big Ducks, but many are going to businesses rather than shops. This means there are
far fewer on show in the village, with a consequent loss of publicity. Thought will be given to this issue.
Problems caused by late entrants: old ducks are brought on the day and are expected to be accepted.
Answer: have a “scratch” race at the end for these ducks and charge the usual re-entry fee.
Still problems with getting race results from the finishing line to the Tote and the announcer.
Probably need clearer instructions for the two volunteers on finishing line duties.
Another problem - too many sponsors! We’ve previously used a sponsor’s name as the title for a big
duck race, but we can’t run enough races! A large board displaying sponsors’ logos might be an
answer, but any other suggestions for using the generosity of our sponsors warmly welcomed.
Mosaic (the owners of Stables Cafe) sold alcohol this year and presumably made good money as a
result. Discussion followed regarding our own policy on selling booze, but I think that the
overwhelming feeling is that we don’t want to get involved, for lots of different (and good) reasons.
Lastly, parking was discussed. Strictly speaking, once our traffic plan has been agreed by SMBC we

have no involvement with parking. Nonetheless, Maggie and I had to rearrange cones on Saturday
evening in order to prevent parking on Hall Road, which had been ignored by council workers, and
similarly, Cllr. Linda Holt had to sort out Dorset Avenue’s cones. Despite this, Mr Angry of Dorset Ave
(not Geoff!) berated Chris M about parking there. Chris’s response, backed by me, was that if
obstruction has occurred, he should contact the police. Whether they will respond is another matter,
with some hearsay evidence suggesting that they won’t.
For me the brightest news was that we had 30 (count ‘em!) adult volunteers doing everything from
gazebo erecting to car parking duties. Many have indicated their willingness to help next year too.
So 10/10 for Maggie and everyone who helped with our and Bramhall’s biggest annual event!
Harry

Bulletin report for 24th May 2017
The meeting started with a one minute silent reflection for the Manchester bombing. For a change
garlic chicken was on offer instead of lasagne. There were two lady guests, the speaker from Beacon
Counselling and Mary Meeus. Vida has a large quantity of summer bulbs for sale on a first come first
served basis. Ian recommended the dahlias. The date of the wine tasting at Blanc de Blanc has been
changed from 21st to 28th June.
Gordon introduced Theresa Law from Beacon. A softly spoken lady, she said she had been a
counsellor for 30 years and also worked at Beechwood. Beacon has 50 counsellors and in the last
year they had helped 1100 adults and 500 children. A list from a government survey on mental
health gave some interesting data and gave rise to debate as to whether this applied to 100 people
or 1000 or 100,000.
Depression

11

GAD (anxiety) 6
Phobias

2

OCD

1

PTSD

4

Suicidal thoughts

21

Suicidal attempts

7

Self harm

7

Panic attacks

0.5

It takes 3 years training to be a counsellor and there is on-going supervision. They do not offer
advice or coercion and the one hour sessions can be for six weeks or long term. The service is
sought by people in distress and the aim is to build resilience in people. In any situation you need to
discuss the client’s thoughts, emotions, behaviour and physical state. Harry offered his professional
experience on depression. Finally, she spoke about a health worker who had suffered two
bereavements and work stress, felt he should be the anchor for everyone and had burnt himself out.
Over time he was able to phase his return to work.
In his valedictory speech Gordon said he had passed the Bulletin to Harry, the audio equipment to
John Thewlis and the printer to Brian.

5th June
The meeting opened with sad news of some resignations from the end of June; Geoff and Vida have
both decided to finish; this adds to Gordon’s resignation and with Sid a possible we could be four
members down from the start of the new Rotary year. We will miss them and hope that they will still
attend some of the social events. On a positive note there are two people interested in joining us.
Sue was congratulated on getting her article into the Rotary magazine and Vida was congratulated
on raising £140 with selling bulbs.
An excellent meal with a change of menu and a list of apologies that left 22 members present,
together with a future Rotarian in the form of Kates young son – a bit early to sign him up.

Reports after the break –
Treasurer reported that the Duck Race had made £9,500 to which the Barclays contribution could be
added- how much is anyone’s guess. So an excellent figure for our charity accounts (80% to Beacon
Counselling, 20% to our own Charity account)
The Scarecrow festival planning is in hand and the event will be sponsored by Redrow. The event will
run from September 2nd to the 16th, with judging on the 16th. The event theme will be “Happy
Families, the Bow Family Reunion”. Music will be provided at the usual locations. Ian has organised
carriage rides around Bramhall with the lady who did the same at the Duck Race. Efforts are being
made to get more schools involved.
We are one of the nominees for Sainsbury’s “Charity of the Year” make sure you vote at the
Bramhall store or on line.
SOS are very keen to have a Fashion Show in November.
Community Service taking two requests for funding to council – one concerned with cardiac arrests
in young people, one a local young girl with a progressive illness.
International reported that “Lend with Care was progressing well and the money is being returned to
our account at a steady rate.
The number interested in the wine tasting is below that required for the full event, so it will be an
informal gathering at Blanc de Blanc for those interested.

Report by John Sykes

Committee/Handover 5th July
This was not the first meeting David Rose had ever chaired but it was the first in the Rotary year as
our President. The tables had been laid out around the edge of the room to accommodate only four
people at each. Maybe they should have been moved towards the centre of the room to create a
better atmosphere. Only 19 members attended plus District Governor Eric Cowcill from Sandbach.
As some of the 11 absentees had not apologised the evening ran at a loss. It was felt that members
should be reminded of their obligation and to pay up if they defaulted.
There was good news to report. Michael said Barclays would pay £5K later this week which meant
Beacon would receive £12K. Ramsbottom had a much better on line sales system for their Duck
Race which we will use next year. He had learnt that for £75 we could have a hand held terminal
which would overcome the comments of “I only have a card / I don’t have any cash”. Maggie
announced that we were now the local Sainsburys charity of the year. The manager and staff hoped
to be involved with our various activities, not just collecting cash in the shop. Having visited a
Poynton Purple for Polio event Harry felt we could improve our signage to show Rotary better to the
public. I know exactly what he means as I saw the tall sail shaped flags at the Party in the Park and
thought how well they stood out from the crowds.
As outgoing President Bob had already handed over his chain of office at a previous meeting before
going off to the USA it was left to new President David to pass his VP ribbon to Steve Littlewood.
Historically the new committee chairman then read out their aims, hopes and aspirations for the
coming year but you should have read these in advance as they were circulated by email on 30th
June. This shortened the meeting considerably and enabled the DG to make his comments sooner in
the evening. He felt we had a full programme with lots of involvement with the community of
Bramhall. He reminded us of two straplines – Rotary, people of action and Rotary, making a
difference. We had done well with targets for Polio and Foundation and needed to keep up our
membership. We need to have a Health and Safety Officer (come back David Burstow) and he
quoted a case with his own club where a seemingly slight lack of documentation resulted in a claim
against them. There is a joint venture with the Woodland Trust to plant a tree by 28th March next
year. Maybe we could link up with a local school.
As you should know the third Wednesday in each month has been designated as a social evening so
Gill and Andrew have put together the following programme.
19th July. A walk from Higher Poynton to Lyme Park at 6.30 pm followed by a pub meal
16th August. Crown green bowling
12th September. Scarecrow meal at Mercato (I know this is a second Wednesday but it then ties in
with the festival)
October. Charter night
November. Pyramid bowling and curry night
December. Christmas meal at Bramhall Park Golf Club (Michael to confirm date)
January. Chads theatre evening (Brain Dougal will arrange this)

14th February. Escape room. (A mental rather than physical challenge on how to escape from a room
given a set of clues some of which may be red herrings)
23rd March. President’s night

Ron Malabon

Rotary bulletin Report Wednesday July 12th 2017
The usual delicious meal was followed by apologies which were read by John but we all missed
Vida! Bob P was back in president mode as David had arranged to come later. There were two guests
present, Oriane Stevenson and Pam Lacey, and we welcomed potential member Jennifer. A vote
confirmed that members would prefer an Italian meal after our visit to Beacon on September 27 th. Sid
thanked everyone for the donation to the Jubilee Sailing Trust. The Presidents BBQ was a great
success and luckily the weather was brilliant but someone forgot to take home their four-fold up
chairs!
We were then treated an excellent talk by Chris Monkhouse about his experiences of an American
coast to coast road trip from Los Angeles to Miami covering 5,100 miles, four time zones and taking
six weeks in a wonderful Lexus 3 L sedan. There were references to so many places visited such as
Palm Springs, Scottsdale, Sedona (Mary’s favourite), Flagstaff, Abiline, Fredricksburg, Fort Worth,
Dallas, San Antonio, Houston, Galveston, New Orleans, Naples, Fort Lauderdale – sure there were
more but I was running out of paper!! We learned that in Fort Worth, as well as being famous for its
stock yards and cattle with enormous horns, you can get an excellent cocktail known as a Moscow
Mule. The state of Texas is a similar distance across as going from Bramhall to the south of France
and that the ‘Texas Rangers’ are still in existence! San Antonio, famous for the Alamo, has superb
river walks. The museums in America are extremely well done and very much worth visiting. It
sounded to have been an amazing trip and now Chris is busy planning another!
We were reminded about the forthcoming walk and meal in Poynton on July 19 th, Crown Green
bowling August 16th and our Scarecrow Festival on September 16th. President David informed us that
the RC of Manchester Trailblazers has just appointed the youngest Rotary President in the world, aged
22. David also asked if anyone was interested in attending a Houghton Weavers Concert to be held at
Gawsworth Hall on Thursday July 27th, organised by RC of Macclesfield Castle. The meeting closed at
10:22pm.
Sue Preece

Bulletin Wed 26 July
Just in case you were thinking nothing happened at the last rotary meeting here is bulletin.
President David started proceedings by welcoming 2 visiting Rotarians from Lamplighters Najib
Yousif and Harvey Manson.
Jennifer is now officially a new member and welcomed to the club. Her induction will take place, I
assume, when Harry is back from visiting the West Country.
We had 1 minutes silence for Sam Owori -RI president elect who passed away suddenly. He was long
standing member of RC Kampala in Uganda.
Michael proudly announced that Rotary PayPal account is now active.
Ian has acquired 4 collecting buckets(with lids) and a counterfeit note reader ( no more dodgy
forgeries then).
On Aug 20th 11.00 Sainsbury's in Bramhall are organising a 'Picnic in the Park'. Gazebos will be
placed on the Archery lawn at Bramhall Hall. Sainsbury will put together picnic baskets to sell. Profit
made on these will be donated to Rotary. Advertising will be on Facebook, posters and banners.
Spread the word!
Blind run on Monday is Harry. This is the last one before September.
Next week is committee night and Bruce is Bulletin writer.
After our customary meal we eagerly awaited our 'surprise ' speaker. The excitement in the room was
palpable.....
Ian stood up (again) and after a big build up announced the speaker was non other than the famous
historian, our very own John Thewlis
His chosen topic was Passchendale. As we are approaching the Centenary of this Battle it seemed
appropriate to have some understanding of events and historical context.
This bulletin will not do John's talk justice, but here are the main points he covered;
Took place July- Nov 1917. Also known as 3rd Battle of Ypres
At the time morale was very low - the French were mutinying, the Russians were deserting, and the
Germans were weakening (Haig mistakenly thought German morale was low)
The USA had come into the War in April 2017 and General Haig did not want the USA to step in and
claim glory which he thought should belong to the Britain. In mounting this offensive and winning the
battle it would reflect well on Haig and portray him as a War Hero fulfilling his ambitions.
Tactics for this battle would be different to those used during the Somme. ( those were basically for
one big push) During this Offensive the plan was to make small advances, but gain ground and
reinforce. Tunnelling under enemy lines with explosives and mines was employed. Tanks and creeping
barrage ( shelling at the front, infantry behind) was also used.
The weather in Aug was appalling. Wettest in 30 yrs, the ground became a quagmire and the tanks
couldn't move.
Eventually the attacks were called off but not before suffering enormous casualties in atrocious
conditions. (250,000 British casualties) Thousands lost their lives drowning in the mud after
collapsing from wounds or exhaustion.
The battle was seen as a failure with tragic loss of life.
Once John had finished his talk and dealt with questions raised, he received an appreciative round of
applause and thanks from President David.
Denise

Bulletin 2nd August
The meeting started with David welcoming Jennifer on the night of her induction and John Abbott, a
friend of Steve's although some members expressed surprise that he had one. Others commented that
it may be a short friendship after experiencing a Rotary business meeting.
Sid had placed wine on the tables to celebrate his 91st birthday. He was congratulated on this fantastic
achievement then and again later in the meeting. Clearly overwhelmed, for once Sid did not have a
joke to tell us. After the usual bounteous fare Ian announced that the Avro folk had asked for car
parking help this Sunday at an event they are running - details from Ian if you are interested.
After the break David inducted Jennifer supported by Harry her sponsor. In his mercifully short
speech Harry commented how he had met Jennifer on gardening duties at Bramall Hall and found her
to be an excellent volunteer and worker. (I assume he was using Maggie as reference in making this
judgement rather than himself). Jennifer in her response impressed us with the number of charities
she had already been involved with. We all agreed she is most welcome and will be an asset to the
club.
Committee reports followed:
Membership - Steve has formed a working group with Andrew and Denise
Secretary - John had nothing to report
Treasurer - Michael reported circa £3000 in the charity account and £2000 in the general account He
noted we now had a Pay Pal account to receive donations the charge levied being 20p plus 1.4% of the
donation. He is also keen to acquire a portable card machine at the cost of £75. Pay Pal charge 1.5% for
this service. There was a grumble of agreement from those present.
Ways and Means - Maggie discussed activity at Sainsbury who have positioned 3 collecting tins on
display at tills and coloured envelopes which offer the chance of a prize, provided by Sainsbury. Cost is
£1 and the probability of success is 20%. A walk in Bramhall park for families with children is being
held on Sunday 20th August. Maggie has produced leaflets which are being widely distributed. Picnic
bags can be purchased from Sainsbury at a cost of £5.00 giving a profit margin of £1.50. Harry will
send a PDF of the poster to members by email.
Planning of the scarecrow festival is well in hand. 60 scarecrows have been sold of which 32 are new
scarecrows at £20 each. A meal is being held at Mercato on 13th Sept., a club night, at the cost of £20
per head of which £15 is the cost of the meal. John T. complained about this shameless profiteering
but it was pointed out this is what we try to do to raise funds for our causes. Maggie conceded that
objectors could pay just £15, nuff said. It will be a bring your own wine event and dress code is
scarecrow, so a number of us don't need to do anything out of the ordinary.. Kate promised a feast for
Harry's eyes. The restaurant has 60 places so these will be offered to duck race supporters and local
businesses as we want a full house.
Community Service
The ever efficient Bob made 5 points succinctly:

1)charity of the year - we are working on creating a consortium of youth charities
2)blind run - new members Satish and Bob
3)meeting with Head of Bramhall High postponed as she is ill.
4)the footpath by Andertons nursery will be cleared in September.
5) we are considering organising day trips for lonely old people. Dennis reminded us that the club
used to do this.
International
Harry informed us the £350 of the £500 originally invested in Lend with Care has been repaid and
this will now be reinvested. Harry and Satish are already planning a trip to Uganda next summer,
purpose of which was not disclosed. Harry described a cheap and effective device which has a high
rate of success in stopping women bleeding to death after child birth. He will investigate if rotary is
supporting this and report back.
Communications
Ian requested more gold and silver to flog to raise funds. He reported that, following a significant
decline in use, the Bramhall Enterprise bus will be sold to Grove Lane. Ian and Gill have driven the
bus for some time.
Club Services
John said we had made a profit on the evening for the first time for a long time. Michael commented
that John had all of £3 left in his budget allowance. A new version of the programme has been posted
on the web.
Social
Gill announced that the walk surprisingly had made a profit of £25. Next social event will be crown
green bowling on August 17th and the event in September will be the meal at Mercato. In October the
charter night will be held on the 18th.
AOB
John M. commented that a cheque had been received from the speakers club for the use of our
gazebos
The meeting closed at 10.25 pm

Bruce B

Rotary Bulletin August 9th 2017
Twenty-three of us gathered for the evening meeting. As usual the food was plentiful but I must admit to missing
the salmon! Sid sent his apologies as he and Sally were celebrating their 65th wedding anniversary – no one could
beat that as an apology! Satish was busy in Uganda participating in a medical charity camp. Harry reminded us
about the Bramhall Park garden session on August 19th and Gill explained that the bowls evening next Wednesday
will start at 6:30 pm.
Bernie Stevens of the Kinder Mountain Rescue Team (KMRT) was warmly welcomed to the club and he provided
a most interesting talk about the service. He explained that KMRT is one of seven mountain rescue teams that
operate within the Peak District National Park, as part of the Peak District Mountain Rescue
Organisation. KMRT has approximately 50 members who operate on a purely voluntary basis and are on call 24
hours a day, 365 days a year to assist members of the public on the hill or in urban search and rescue situations.
KMRT is a registered charity and is almost exclusively funded by public donations, proceeds from fund-raising go
towards equipment and resources used on the call outs.
In 1964 three scouts died in the Four Inns Walk tragedy – sadly medics blamed their death on the fact that the
scouts were wearing jeans. This demonstrated the need for a large number of skilled and experienced rescuers
and so the KMRT was born. Since 1971 there have been a number of improvements from the use of helicopters to
rapidly evacuate casualties to hospital to personal radios issued to every team member. The basic first aid kit is
consigned to history as nowadays hill parties set off with a casualty care kit containing drugs and equipment as
well as oxygen, entonox and even defibrillators. Stretchers are becoming lighter and more versatile and LED
torches shine brighter and last longer. Smart phones enable casualties to be swiftly located through
GPS. Developments in technology have revolutionised mountain rescue but equipment is costly and the team
need about £20,000 a year to operate the service.
Most calls come via the Police; the team receive about 50 odd call-outs a year but of these only about a dozen are
‘real casualty care’. KMRT covers an area that includes the Plateau of Kinder Scout, the highest point in the Peak
District, and westward to the outskirts of Stockport. In addition, the team augments the available manpower of
other mountain rescue teams when required. KMRT are increasingly called upon to assist police in non-mountain
searches, where available police resource is limited, and the situation urgent. In addition to call-outs they conduct
regular training sessions covering first-aid, search, and rescue techniques. When a call-out is received members
are notified by text and usually there is a 50% positive response. Each call-out requires a team of about 24
rescuers, two teams of eight to carry the stretcher and another team of eight to deal with operational issues such
as the radio ham, driver, navigator, etc.
KMRT accept team members with varying levels of mountaineering experience. Apparently, you do not have to be
an expert rock climber or mountaineer, experience of hill walking is generally sufficient. If you can walk up to
eight hours over hilly terrain, carrying a 15kg pack, and navigate at the same time, then you are physically fit
enough to join the hill team… any volunteers among us??
Every member of the team commits to training and working with each other. It doesn’t matter whether it is
lashing down with rain, a howling gale, snow and ice or glorious sunshine the men and women of Kinder
Mountain Rescue Team have been saving lives in wild and remote places for over forty years.
This was a very enjoyable talk and the meeting ended just after 10:30pm Sue

Bulletin Report for Wed 23 August 2017
Steve, acting President, opened the meeting with a sort of grace, and then welcomed our “VIP guest
speaker” Linda Holt, Mayor of Stockport.
John T, doing Guests and Visitors welcomed the 2 guests, Linda and Ken Holt, plus visitor Harvey
Manson. Several members are on holiday, France being the favourite location. Pres David is
warbling somewhere allegedly.
A sign-up list was sent round for the Scarecrow Festival Feast, 13 Sept at Mercato. For some reason
only 24 of our members where invited via this list, not sure what the rest of us are doing ?
Satish presented a banner from the Rotary Club of Lira, Uganda. The trip was apparently “chaotic”
but no doubt much good was done. He will give a talk about it at some future meeting.
Ian read a missive from Sid (least ways the parts suitable for the ears of gentle folk). Sid castigated
Linda / Stockport Council for killing weeds in verges. Quite why Sid loves weeds we were not told,
nor whether he thinks it is all just another Islamic plot? Ian still wants entertainers and the Duck Race
will be on 20 May 2018.
Harry announced another gardening session on 2 Sept. Walthew House will need another stuffing
session soon for their forthcoming newsletter.
-o-o-o-o-o-oAfter coffee Steve introduced Linda. Born in Rochdale (wherever that is?), she worked for Barclays
Bank for 33 years. She married Ken in St Michael’s Bramhall. In 1998 Ken was Deputy Mayor. Then
in 2003 he was Mayor. Linda also starred in an episode of “ITV’s Come Dine With Me”.
Linda then took the floor, thanking everyone for this return visit, previous time she was accompanied
by the 2 other Bramhall North Councillors. Sorting out any form of Injustice is her driving aim whilst
st
working for the residents as a councillor. She was 1 elected in 2008. Her title now is “Lady Mayor”
not “Mayoress” which is incorrect but often said. Both the Mayor and the deputy mayors are elected
by all the 63 Councillors but at Stockport the elections are separate, i.e. the Dep does not become
Mayor the following year.
Now about a third into her year, she is thoroughly enjoying it. She meets loads of very interesting
people. Children want to know how old she is, one even guessing it correctly (34). Linda admitted to
being a long term fan of the purportedly popular soap opera “Coronation Street”.
Linda helped bring some small comfort to the family of Martyn Hett, one of those killed at the bombing
of Ariana Grande’s concert in Manchester. She organised to have the funeral in the Town Hall, in line
with Martyn’s wishes.
Linda then modelled some of the Mayor’s hats and robes. (Harry took photos later). Stockport’s
Mayor Chain of Office is one of the most impressive in England, solid gold and worth at least
£0.5m. It was made in 1826 and until the 1950’s each Mayor had their name added to a shield on the
ribbon. Just like B&W Rotary, but bigger. Linda recently met the Lord Mayor of Chester who was
“reet jealous” of it.
Recently Linda went to Passchendaele to represent the fallen soldiers of Stockport. Being in Belgium
John M had helped and was thanked.

Questions followed. Q interaction with Andy Burnham – he is all business, Mayor’s office is mainly
ceremonial and strictly non-political.
Q – Can we do a tour of the Town Hall? A = Yes.
Q – Tell us about CDWM. 20 potential contestants interviewed. Then short list asked to present
menu to TV crew. Linda did a stylised working class menu. Spam Stack / Tripe / Black pudding
starters. Dandelion & Burdock rather than champagne etc etc. A film crew of 7+ people, loads of
static cameras everywhere, massive intrusion all the day of the dinner and half the next.
Finally John M gave a vote of thanks to what had been an excellent and entertaining talk by Linda,
ever the consummate politician!
Brian.

Bulletin for Rotary Club of Bramhall and Woodford Meeting of 6th September 2017
Mr President called the Club at 8.00 then rang the bell at 8.05 because the 20 rabble present took so
long to get seated.
Mr President offered a short and succinct greeting and food was served. Good grub!
Mr Thewlis rose on his pegs at 8.30 to offer apologies from 9, queried the whereabouts of Ms Geary
and sat down.
Mr Lacey informed us about the acquisition of a PayPal machine at 8.33 There are some
practicalities yet to be sorted before it can be used.
Ms Critchley was serenaded by the assembled multitude as it was her 64th birthday. (The writer
knows this because the celebrant told him)
Mr President took the opportunity to mention the Blind Run, Council on Monday which, by the way,
has now been cancelled and that Mr Loveland is the scribe for the next meeting.
Mr Bissell had some apples for takeaway.
Mr Hill informed us that the next gardening session would take place on the 23rd.
Pud/Sweet came at 8.42 and coffee was taken at 8.55.
Mr President called order at 9.27 saying that the Club has received a letter of thanks from C.R.Y.
Mr Littlewood had little to report on Membership at 9.28. The working party set up was not working
as yet although a project profile had been profiled.
Mr Sykes (Secretary) had nothing to report because he was not present.
Mr Lacey (Treasurer) (9.29) confirmed that the Club was relatively flush, gift aid payment has been
made, gift aid payment has been made and he talked further about the card reader (see above)’ For
those not present you may have noticed that the comment about gift aid is listed twice. That is
because Mr L has received it twice!
Mrs Hill (Ways & Means) mentioned at 9.40 that the second event with our partners, Sainsbury’s
made about £150 and lots of things about the upcoming Scarecrow event. About 50 out now, free
parking secured, judges almost in place, free use of an empty shop in the Village Square.
The meal at Mercato next Wednesday 13th is a 7pm for 7.30 start. £20 per head and lots of people
coming.
Mr Allport (Community Svce) has stuff bubbling under but nothing to report.
Mr Hill (International) started at 9.50 and said that he has a possible project which he is
investigating with RIBI. Something to do with catheter condoms. The writer is sure that he will be
corrected in due course. Mr H asked that the proceeds of the Fashion event go towards setting up
this initiative.

Lend with Care continues to work well
Anyone fancy going to India in 2018? See Mr Hill.
At 9.56 Mr Dobson said that there was not much going on with the Media and Communications
area at the moment.
Moments later Mr Thewlis (Club Servs) read a list of future happening promising to mail everyone
soon.
Ms Critchley, Social, talked about the trip 12 are taking to Buckingham Palace next week. Visit to
Beacon Counselling on 27th for cheque presentation at their new premises.
Early Warning – 19th January CHADS for Run For Your Wife
AOB Mr President mentioned a joint concert was being planned with Lamplighter for next year
Finally Mr Bissell regaled us with a very scary tale of his experiences in the Caribbean in 1989 with
Hurricane Hugo.. This being in the light of the current effects of Cat 5 Irma.
Final toast
Meeting Closed at 10.20

A reminder to all. You must Apologise if you are unable to come to a meeting.
AWD
07/09/17

Bulletin for Rotary Club of Bramall & Woodford: Meeting of 4 th October 2017
Shortly before the meeting started President David requested that I, Jennifer, wrote the
bulletin. So I took copious notes, most of which make no sense what-so-ever now that I am
trying to write up the bulletin. My apologies for everything that I have missed, and
everything that is wrong! Hopefully this bulletin will be so bad that I will never be asked to
write one again 
The meeting commenced, as usual, at 20:00 (more or less). Since there was a short delay
between completion of the main course and the arrival of desert the opportunity was taken
for Treasure Michael to deliver the treasurer’s report. This was followed by an update on
the money raised from the Scarecrow Festival, which had done very well this year, and some
observations from Ian Dobson on what he believed needed improving (i.e. getting buckets
into shops).
Harvey Manson’s induction into the club followed the meal, with Satish Mehta, his sponsor
providing an introduction. Harvey was welcomed to the club by the President with the
support of all the members.
There then followed reports from the various committees.
Vice President Steve reported on the membership ‘working party’, which comprises himself,
Andrew and Denise. Having held a meeting of this really important working party, in the
pub, all that appears to have been decided is that they will need another meeting - which
will presumably be in the pub again! Sounds like a good working party to be on – how does
one get join?
There then followed a report from Secretary John – but once again, sadly, there was not a
lot to report, and what was said (something or other about regulations) completely passed
the person taking notes by, and so I can’t write anything about it. The import message from
John was that anything of interest has already been communicated to everyone!
It was then the turn of Ways & Means Maggie to report. The success of the Scarecrow
Festival had already been discussed and so Maggie focused on upcoming events – a possible
Sainsbury’s Hallowe’en event on the weekend of the 7th October, the Fashion Show on the
1st November, the Methodist Church Christmas Market on the 4th November, Woodford
Park Collections on weekends from the 18th November onwards and Santa’s Float from the
2nd December.


Raffle prizes and music are still to be sorted for the Fashion Show.



A volunteer is required to keep Maggie company at the Methodist Church Christmas
Market.



A rota for the Woodford Park Collections has been circulated but needs to be
completed (the consensus was that Sunday collections can start 30 minutes or even
an hour later than the Saturday ones).



A rota is still to be determined for Santa’s float and training will be necessary for
Team Leaders.



There followed a discussion around the leaflets for Santa’s float. The consensus was
that leaflets will need to be distributed this year, as planned, but that it may be
feasible to utilise social media in the future. However, the leaflets also aid in gaining
sponsorship, so there are pros and cons for alternative to the leaflets.

Community Service (but I am not sure who) then reported, but Jennifer (the note taker) only
recorded something virtually undecipherable about planning to aid a consortium of charities
for children coming out of care.
International Harry then talked about the Rotary Peace Seminar to be held in the Great Hall,
Bradford University on the 28th October from 09:00 to 16:00. The bulletin writer is able to
interpret her notes on this one, largely because Google filled in the blanks for me  If
anyone wishes to attend then can they let Harry know. Tickets can also be booked online
through Eventbrite. Please be aware that there are some very poorly signed bus lanes in
Bradford, as your bulletin writer found to her cost some time ago.
Harry then provided an update on the micro-finance Lend with Care scheme and reported
that £380 had been paid back from the original outlay of £500. Harry then mumbled
something or other which the bulletin writer failed to comprehend – it might have had
something to do with Kabale Hospital and Winchester Rotary, or maybe it wasn’t. Harry
then talked, quite clearly, about his investigations into whether into the “condom scheme”
for preventing death of women following child birth. This is ongoing.
Communications Ian then reported that he had nothing to communicate – but then went on
to request new members to come up with some bright ideas.
The bulletin writer had packed up her notes before then members dissipated and so did not
record the time the meeting ended. But it must have been quite late since I didn’t get home
until nearly 23:00. An enjoyable evening was had by all 

Jennifer, Bulletin Writer extraordinaire, B.Sc, Ph.D, etc

Wednesday 13th September. Bulletin.

On Wednesday, 13th Sept. a motley crew of very strange characters was seen skulking in the shadows
on the streets of Bramhall. You may be forgiven for thinking that some gang of undesirables was
closing in on Mercato Italiano Restaurant but on second glance you might have been able to make out
the features of several members of Bramhall and Woodford Rotary Club. The progress of these
individuals was swift and confined to the deepest shadows. Why would these upstanding members of
society be reluctant to be seen in public? Take a look at the photos and make a guess.
The brave and bold of our club had taken up the challenge to appear at our Scarecrow Festival meal in
Scarecrow fancy dress.

This event was a chance for our members to meet up with some of the owners of the local shops and
businesses who constantly support our events and possibly for us to persuade them to join us at some
point.
Representatives from Optique Opticians, Hearing Clearly, Amaranth, Modiste and What Lyes Beneath
swelled our normal club numbers though we had quite a lot of absences due to ill health and injury.
In the end 29 of us sat down to a two course meal which was delicious but maybe lacking in quantity
for some of us. Fortunately yummy puddings were available for those who needed a bit extra.
The scarecrow costumes certainly broke the ice and had everyone chatting to everyone else in no time
until a brilliant friendly atmosphere was created. At one point Ian complained about the noise level
until we pointed out to him that we were making it.
Spurred on by the atmosphere and perhaps the wine,( we were allowed to bring our own), Gill,
Andrew, Kate and Denise ventured out of our safe and private environment upstairs, into the public
bar below where they made quite a killing, selling raffle tickets to every table. I knew we should dress
up more often. I think we dispelled the myth that Rotarians are stuffy and boring!
Feedback from our visitors suggested that they thoroughly enjoyed their evening and hopefully we can
repeat this kind of an evening in the future and make our relationships with the community even
stronger.

Maggie.

Bulletin Report. Saturday 16th Sept.

The Bow Scarecrow Family Reunion.
After two weeks of meeting and greeting various members of the very extensive Bow Family, Billy and
Bella and the twins Bobby and Belinda were delighted to host the finale of their family reunion on
Saturday 16th September.
Over seventy members of their family journeyed from the far corners of the earth to stay with our
wonderfully supportive shop keepers and businessmen and women in preparation for the big day.
There were beauty queens, brides and ballerinas, a Brazilian beauty, a bushwhacker and Buddha to
name but a few, all hoping to win the honour of being the Best Dressed Scarecrow in the village.
While Phil Ashley our village artist had a reasonably simple job judging the youth entries and the
public entries as we didn't have too many entries in those categories, Mary Robinson MP and Amy
from our sponsors Redrow had a much more difficult task judging the shops and businesses and
tableaux. They kindly agreed to tour the entire village in order to view all the scarecrows in situ this
year, partly because there were so many of them and partly to make it easier for shops to enter a
scarecrow knowing that they didn't need to transport it anywhere for the judging. Fortunately Razz
the horse was present at the event with his carriage thanks to Elfmills carriages and he was able to
carry the judges to the more distant scarecrows.
Tension rose as the afternoon wore on. 'Who is the winner? " "Do you know the results yet? " echoed
around the village square. Alas no-one could supply an answer. The judges, escorted by our President
David, seemed to have disappeared. Was the task too great? Had they done a runner? In fact they had
taken their task so seriously that they had retired to a cafe for coffee and cakes to gather their thoughts
and make a decision.
Luckily no body seemed to be too distressed at having to wait for the results as the weather was kind
to us, very kind in fact, even giving us a little sunshine amidst all the rainy days recently. There was a
lovely warm and friendly atmosphere right through the village due partly to the many different types
of music filling every concievable space , ranging from Walthew House Steel Band to saxophones ,
ukuleles, guitarists , a folk band and classical singers. Once again we were lucky enough to have a very
talented pair of young street magicians who kept the crowds amused.
We were very lucky to have the use of an empty shop in The Village Square where we displayed
pictures and posters relating to the scarecrow Festival and Rotary in general and certainly in the days
running up to Saturday it created a lot of interest and gave us the opportunity to speak to lots of
people about Rotary and what we do. Definitely something to try again. On Saturday the display
provided an interesting backdrop to our raffle, guess the name of the scarecrow, book sales and Peter's
very popular cut outs.
The winner of the tableaux category was Bramcote Dental Surgery with its three visitors from
Baywatch. Bramhall Flowers won the single entry from shops and businesses category with it's Beauty
Queen, Bramhall High School won the Youth Category and a very impressive and scary Battleaxe won
the public category.

Judging was so difficult this year with children in competition with adults and traditional scarecrows
in competition with 'arty' scarecrows, we might have to review the categories for next year.
The event seems to be hugely popular with local businesses and the public alike and seems to have
established itself as a part of Bramhall life, bringing visitors to the village and putting a smile on
everyone's face.

Maggie.

Difference in views on September 20th?

It was the Jewish New Year on September 20th, which came as a surprise to most of us. President
David marked the occasion with a grace in both Hebrew and in English. We were joined by Harvey
Manson, soon to join us as a member.

We were rather thin on the ground, sad to say, for a wide variety of reasons. Illness (not too
serious), holidays, family priorities and even work were given. It was ever thus!

The plan for the evening was a last minute affair, as the well-laid alternative speaker, and a possible
substitute, were unavailable at the last minute. So Brian decided that we would display our debating
talents! The idea was that three topics, see below, were to be debated. Each was to have a speaker
for and against the motion. Each speaker was limited to two minutes – long enough when you have
it sprung on you at the last minute! The club then voted on the best advocate for the particular
issue, the winner receiving a bottle of wine, courtesy Neil. Who to have as speakers became to
major concern of those attending. Some tried unsuccessfully to blend into the background, whilst
others just looked bemused and a bit shocked to find out that Brian selected them as worthy and
able!

A coffee break gave speakers a few minutes to gather their thoughts together before the fray. John
Sykes had the unenviable talk of trying to persuade the meeting that Rotary needed to become
male-only once again in order to survive. Gill then efficiently demolished the proposition, reminding
us of the significant contribution that our ladies have made, and continue to make, to our club.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Gill won the vote and a bottle of wine.

Chris Monkhouse then argued that the National Health Service should be privatised. There were
some more arguable points to be made here, as we already pay for some services, such as dentistry,
opticians and prescriptions (unless you are old...like many of us!). Dev passionately defended the
present system, stressing the massive savings already made in the NHS. Nevertheless, an ageing
population, more and more sophisticated medical procedures and techniques, are stretching, and
will continue to stretch our ‘free’ service to its limits. Dev won the vote and his bottle of wine... I
think that Dev would have preferred a bottle of single malt whisky, but that would be going too far
with our stretched resources!

The final topic was about BREXIT... and I thought that I would escape the topic for one evening by
coming to a Rotary meeting! Should BREXIT be hard or soft? The topic was NOT should we reverse it,
or was it really democratic. We are where we are for better or worse. Bob Stevenson argued for a

quick, clean break, whist John Thewlis argued about various points, some not really on the given
topic! Despite this, John won the debate and his wine.

Throughout the debates, the rest of us were invited to throw in our opinions, and it was clear that
on the NHS and BREXIT views were mixed. In other words, we probably reflected the views of the
population at large, and that these topics will continue to be aired for many months to come.

Ian reported in Maggie’s absence that the Scarecrow event had been successful in engaging local
shops. Feedback from others suggested that it could get steadily better as we learn the lessons of
each event. Harry thought that a sum of around £1500 could be coming to the Charity Account. ‘We
left the village smiling’ was one very welcome comment! Long may that continue!

Secretary John noted that as the last Council meeting had been cancelled, there were no minutes to
be circulated! That makes sense! However, Council members had decided by email and phone to
send £1500 to Disaster Aid UK to help cope with the devastation caused by hurricane Irma in the
Caribbean.

Andrew reminded us of the arrangements for the forthcoming visit to the new Beacon premises in
Stockport, and Dev gave details of the Indian dance festival at Stockport College on Sunday 24
September.

We finished early at 10.08 with our final toast.

Dennis

BWRC Bulletin: Wed 27th September 2017
For September's social event, Bruce suggested a visit to see Beacon Counselling's new premises in
Stockport; Bruce is Chair of Trustees at Beacon and a quiet visionary force behind it's growth and
success.
So keen were some members for the visit that they turned up 40 minutes early! By 7pm, the
Management Office was full of 21 Rotarians, keen to see where the £12 000 of public donations at
Duck Race 2017 had gone.
James Harper, Beacon's CEO, welcomed us and explained that the move to a three storey building had
been necessary due to the growth in demand for counselling across Stockport. Beacon offers a range of
both Adult Services and has a team of counsellors working in 12 local schools.
The four main Adult Services are:
1. Counselling for which only a donation is requested, a core part of Beacon's work.
2. A Brief Therapy Service in which NHS clients will be seen to address one main issue for time limited
therapy, usually 6 sessions. Targets for administration and for recovery exceed the outlying statistics
with a recovery rate of 93%, compared to a national average of 48%.
3. An SMBC contract whereby Council employees (mostly teachers) can access counselling. Since the
service started over a year ago, this project has maintained a 100% satisfaction level.
4. A suicide prevention project that enables very vulnerable clients to be supported by a specialist
suicide counsellor.
There are also smaller services for victims of trauma, child sexual abuse and for Care Leavers.
Rotarians were impressed with the new venue and with the high standards of counselling and
supervision that Beacon Counselling provides. A brief tour enabled Rotarians to see the
transformation James spoke of, from a derelict building with a tree growing through it to a modern
space with stylish interior decor, designed voluntarily by a Counsellor.
I was surprised at how quickly the 18 diners were able to walk or drive in the rain and dark to the
Italian restaurant on St Petersgate. As it was Bruce's birthday, he generously bought a round of drinks,
so we spared him a collective birthday song. After some initial challenges (a shortage of menus, a chair
for Steve and general service for John Sykes), the meal went very well. There was a spare £30, after
the tip, for our Treasurer, which can be used to subsidise another social function.
I hope that you have been heartened that your dedicated service before and on Duck Race Day has
made an enormous difference to the lives of several hundred local people, to their families, colleagues
and customers.
Thank you for making such a big splash on Duck Race Day 2017!
Andrew

Bulletin for Rotary Club of Bramall & Woodford: Meeting of 4th October 2017
Shortly before the meeting started President David requested that I, Jennifer, wrote the
bulletin. So I took copious notes, most of which make no sense what-so-ever now that I am
trying to write up the bulletin. My apologies for everything that I have missed, and
everything that is wrong! Hopefully this bulletin will be so bad that I will never be asked to
write one again 
The meeting commenced, as usual, at 20:00 (more or less). Since there was a short delay
between completion of the main course and the arrival of desert the opportunity was taken
for Treasure Michael to deliver the treasurer’s report. This was followed by an update on
the money raised from the Scarecrow Festival, which had done very well this year, and some
observations from Ian Dobson on what he believed needed improving (i.e. getting buckets
into shops).
Harvey Manson’s induction into the club followed the meal, with Satish Mehta, his sponsor
providing an introduction. Harvey was welcomed to the club by the President with the
support of all the members.
There then followed reports from the various committees.
Vice President Steve reported on the membership ‘working party’, which comprises himself,
Andrew and Denise. Having held a meeting of this really important working party, in the
pub, all that appears to have been decided is that they will need another meeting - which
will presumably be in the pub again! Sounds like a good working party to be on – how does
one get join?
There then followed a report from Secretary John – but once again, sadly, there was not a
lot to report, and what was said (something or other about regulations) completely passed
the person taking notes by, and so I can’t write anything about it. The import message from
John was that anything of interest has already been communicated to everyone!
It was then the turn of Ways & Means Maggie to report. The success of the Scarecrow
Festival had already been discussed and so Maggie focused on upcoming events – a possible
Sainsbury’s Hallowe’en event on the weekend of the 7th October, the Fashion Show on the
1st November, the Methodist Church Christmas Market on the 4th November, Woodford
Park Collections on weekends from the 18th November onwards and Santa’s Float from the
2nd December.


Raffle prizes and music are still to be sorted for the Fashion Show.



A volunteer is required to keep Maggie company at the Methodist Church Christmas
Market.



A rota for the Woodford Park Collections has been circulated but needs to be
completed (the consensus was that Sunday collections can start 30 minutes or even
an hour later than the Saturday ones).



A rota is still to be determined for Santa’s float and training will be necessary for
Team Leaders.



There followed a discussion around the leaflets for Santa’s float. The consensus was
that leaflets will need to be distributed this year, as planned, but that it may be
feasible to utilise social media in the future. However, the leaflets also aid in gaining
sponsorship, so there are pros and cons for alternative to the leaflets.

Community Service (but I am not sure who) then reported, but Jennifer (the note taker) only
recorded something virtually undecipherable about planning to aid a consortium of charities
for children coming out of care.
International Harry then talked about the Rotary Peace Seminar to be held in the Great Hall,
Bradford University on the 28th October from 09:00 to 16:00. The bulletin writer is able to
interpret her notes on this one, largely because Google filled in the blanks for me  If
anyone wishes to attend then can they let Harry know. Tickets can also be booked online
through Eventbrite. Please be aware that there are some very poorly signed bus lanes in
Bradford, as your bulletin writer found to her cost some time ago.
Harry then provided an update on the micro-finance Lend with Care scheme and reported
that £380 had been paid back from the original outlay of £500. Harry then mumbled
something or other which the bulletin writer failed to comprehend – it might have had
something to do with Kabale Hospital and Winchester Rotary, or maybe it wasn’t. Harry
then talked, quite clearly, about his investigations into whether into the “condom scheme”
for preventing death of women following child birth. This is ongoing.
Communications Ian then reported that he had nothing to communicate – but then went on
to request new members to come up with some bright ideas.
The bulletin writer had packed up her notes before then members dissipated and so did not
record the time the meeting ended. But it must have been quite late since I didn’t get home
until nearly 23:00. An enjoyable evening was had by all 

Jennifer, Bulletin Writer extraordinaire, B.Sc, Ph.D, etc

Rotary bulletin October 11th 2017:
Twenty-three Rotarians enjoyed a very interesting evening. As usual the food was good and plentiful
but I drew the short straw for writing the bulletin at the last minute! Our guest speaker was Ellie
Cooke who came to tell us all about the Mines Advisory Group (MAG) which is based in Manchester
and has a sister organisation in the USA. Wars and conflicts erupt, subside and end but they leave
behind millions of landmines, unexploded bombs and unsecure arms. These pose an every-day danger
for decades and disrupt the lives of communities for generations. Some landmines kill, some maim, all
are indiscriminate. They can lie in the ground for decades after a conflict is over, killing or disabling
those trying to re-establish their lives and livelihoods.

Ellie brought along some examples of landmines which we were encouraged to hold although
we were assured they had all been defused! The devices are generally divided into two main
groups, anti-personnel and anti-vehicle. Some contain huge amounts of shrapnel, designed to
fire out to great distances, while others have been made with a minimal amount of metal and
are therefore difficult to detect using metal detectors. Children all too often pick them up
thinking they are something with which to play. Everyday worldwide 18 people are killed or
injured by unexploded landmines or unexploded ordnance (UXO), and almost half of these
casualties are children. Although the number of landmines in an area may be small, the effect
on a community can be crippling. As part of the International Campaign to Ban
Landmines, MAG was co-laureate of the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize.
MAG was formed in 1989 in response to landmines and unexploded ordinance left by the
Soviet was in Afghanistan but they now work in many countries such as Iraq, Syria,
Cambodia, Laos, Angola, Rwanda, Zaire, along with many other affected areas. MAG is also
involved in mine risk education alongside their clearance programs to help minimise the risk
to the local populations. MAG’s work has helped nearly 18 million people in conflictaffected communities in over 40 countries since 1989. After MAG makes land safe, schools
are improved and new ones constructed and refurbished, new homes built and agricultural
land freed up. Once roads are clear of landmines, trade routes can re-open while NGOs and
other organisations are able to reach remote areas to deliver humanitarian aid and
development projects. MAG has removed more than 4.7 million landmines and unexploded
items, each one of which could have destroyed lives.
John thanked Ellie for a most interesting talk. The Rotary magazine was distributed. Harry
asked for help with envelope stuffing on Friday at Walthew House. He also explained that
Council had agreed to donate £1,000 to the newly established Jaipur Limb Project at
Kagando Hospital, Uganda in collaboration with the RC of Winchester. Harry will write to
them to give the good news of our contribution. Rotas were doing the rounds for the
Woodford Collection and the Santa Float – Satish is doing so many!! Charter night is
Wednesday.
Sue Preece

Bulletin report for 18.10.17
This was Charter Night which had been postponed from September. It was held at the Wycliffe
Hotel, Edgeley. Twenty-six members attended accompanied by twenty partners, guests and visitors.
The dress code had been announced as “smart casual” so it was surprising to see so many neckties
on display. Car parking was a bit of a problem but most people were seated before 7.30 pm.
President David gave a short welcome speech saying that although we had lost three members at
the start of the year we had gained three new members and so were back to a viable membership of
thirty-one. He introduced District governor Eric Cowcill who commented briefly on some of the
projects which Rotary did to help the world like End Polio Now and Freedom from Hunger.
Despite not having to order in advance the food arrived fairly quickly, nicely cooked and presented.
From the number of empty plates, I think everyone enjoyed their meal. The Charter was read by
Harvey Manson before pudding was served. After the meal Gill and Andrew organised a reverse
bingo session where everyone stood up to start with but had to sit down if a number on their card
was called out. The last man standing, or in this case woman, was Denise but I couldn’t hear what
her prize was as I was on table 6 in the annexe. This had an advantage when the musical
entertainment started. Doctor David Lighthowler on piano accordion and piano tuner Mike Gale on
either saxophone or flute provided thirty minutes or so of light music. Vice President Steve and
Secretary John were heard in earnest conversation on the subject of Huddersfield dialect (maybe a
topic for a talk at some future meeting) neither could remember the word they were looking for but
whether this was due to wine or age your correspondent could not possibly say.
It is said what a difference a day makes. Well, thirty-one years have certainly made a difference.
Gone are the dinner jackets and black bow-ties. Gone is the all male audience. Gone are the toasts
and speeches. Three of those present can still remember the original Charter presentation.
However, judged by the amount of chatter throughout the evening the new casual format can be
deemed a success.
Ron Malabon

NOTES OF ROTARY MEETING
25 OCTOBER 2017

Venue:

Ladybridge Club, Cheadle Hulme

Present:

20 Rotarians
Guests - John and Lynne (neighbours of Harry and Maggie)
Speaker – Nigel Richardson

President
David opened the meeting with a special welcome to our guests.
John Thewlis
Read out a list of non-attendees.
Brian Dougal
Website – facility to click into Members Area no longer available. Some work been/being
undertaken to make historical bulletins available. Brian will send e-mail to members.
Sue Preece
Brought to our attention an inspirational film which is now out on general release entitled Breathe
which is a true love story about a married couple with the husband being struck down with polio.
Maggie Hill
Fashion Show at Deanwater 1 November – 90 plus tickets have been sold. List of helpers required
was circulated for completion by volunteers. Men to wear black tie.
Harry Hill
He is to produce a bumper version of the Bulletin which will be available on-line only. Anyone
having an article which they would wish included should e-mail Harry.
Nigel Richardson
Nigel told us his story based upon 35 years of working in child welfare. Whilst involved in social
work in Hull undertaking projects with young offenders he was invited by Lord Laming to be an
expert assessor on the Victoria Climbie Inquiry. Victoria had travelled from the Ivory Coast to
London with her aunt in search of education. The aunt and her boyfriend were found guilty of
Victoria’s murder in February 2000. Victoria was aged 8 and had suffered months of horrific abuse.
Lasting 18 months the findings of the Inquiry were damning – individual practice failings, poor or
non-existent inter agency working and the lack of focus on Victoria.

After the Inquiry Nigel returned to Hull and then onto Leeds as Director of Children’s Services. He
led the Service through a period of significant improvement putting children at the heart of the City’s
growth strategy. Leeds became the first Child Friendly City.
Nigel was awarded a CBE in the New Years Honours List 2017.
Peter Richardson
Peter offered a vote of thanks to his son of whom he is rightly proud.
Indeed, we were treated to a very interesting and thought provoking talk by a very accomplished
speaker.
President
No meeting on 1 November in view of Fashion Show. As a result Committees will take place on 8
November and Council Meeting on 13 November.

Bulletin report for Wednesday November 8th

Committee Night for the faithful few!

Yes, there were quite a lot of absences, for reasons good, plausible and reasonable in the main.
Travel was one big reason. I just suppose that Chris Monkhouse being in Luxor or the Preeces
approaching New York were valid enough, and as for the others, well your reporter did not get pen
to paper fast enough to record more. I even asked JT to slow down and enunciate through the back
of his head to no avail! However, 16 of us gathered to attend to the well being of the club
committees.

Andrew reminded everyone in the absence of Gill, who was being social elsewhere, that the Pyramid
Bowling event would take place on November15th,
and he implored the non-responders to Gill’s earlier email to let Gill know who required a meal
booking etc.

VP Steve burst into a long speech, which he had been storing up for some time judging by the
number of activities he had been involved with. Andrew and Steve (others also?) had finalised a
recruitment poster, which would go for Council’s approval. It was hoped that the poster would be
gainfully displayed in libraries, GP surgeries, shop windows... anywhere where the public might see
them.
A recruitment leaflet at the recent very successful Fashion Show brought no response unfortunately.
The Fashion Show itself was a big success...more details later.
Much attention was being given to raising Rotary’s Profile (capital P note!) in Bramhall. Ideas were
being considered for a session in the Bramhall precinct for handing out free mince pies prior to
Christmas, hopefully from a vacant shop unit. Mince pie consumers would be engaged in friendly
chat, which might lead to some interest in our aims and objectives. Similarly, there was to be a
Christmas market in Fir Road on December 10th. Our Christmas Float would be there from 2 to 4 pm
and there was a possibility of running one of the stalls in the market to advertise Rotary.
Shopkeepers in Fir Road feel cut off from activities in the centre of Bramhall, and this was an
attempt to promote their businesses and interests. This lead to quite a debate about whether the

club members could cope with yet another call on their time at this very busy Rotary period (the
float, its preparations and collections at the garden centre come to mind here). In a similar vein,
several members pressed for big banners to be displayed during the Duck race, making it very clear
that it was Rotary that had organised and run the event. We learned that Stockport Council were
concerned about parking problems at events in the park, and that our efforts providing off site car
parking and the free Duck Bus to transport attendees was held as a shining example of how to cope
with parking problems!

Secretary John reminded us about the International Food Night in Manchester on November 15th.
Two members so far had decided to attend, more would be welcome.

Treasure Michael gave the current bank balances, and noted that the club had about £5000/6000
reserved for possible charitable causes, which had not so far been required. A possible future
Dragon’s Den had £3000 in this category for example.

Maggie for Ways and Means thanked all involved in the recent Fashion Show for making it a big
success. A profit of about £850 was predicted. Congratulations!
Gratifyingly, the rota for the Christmas Float was now full! This was both very unusual at this stage
and very helpful to the organisers. Fliers containing the routes for the float had gone to local scout
groups for distribution. Banners to attach to the sides of the float indicating which local group was
collecting on a particular night had been prepared. Father Christmas hands out packets of sweets to
children he meets on his rounds. These have to be packed into bags from the sweet mountain now
in Maggie’s lounge. The bag packing would take place on Wednesday 29th November (a 5th
Wednesday) at Maggie’s (and Harry’s!) home from 6.30 onwards. Mince pies and liquid
refreshments were offered as inducements to go and help. So, all who can spare an hour or so,
please go and help. No fixed time slots – just go for as long as you can.

Bob S for Community Services summarised the committees discussion topics. Dragon’s Den – should
we have another event or not? No conclusion yet. A consortium of children’s charities was being
assembled as recipient of our Christmas collections. Bramhall High School and Cheadle High School
were considered to interact with the club on topics including how they could be involved in public
speaking competitions. The committee supported a request for £762 from MediQuick for an
apparatus for emergency NHS examination of children. This would be put to Council for approval.

Harry for International had nothing to bring to report to the club on this occasion.

PR Ian showed a recent excellent mention of Rotary in a local publication, which I did not catch the
name of being on the other side of the room and (so my wife tells me) slightly deaf!

Club Services John T would be bringing an updated programme out in the near future.

Andrew for Social reminded all of the Christmas Dinner at Bramhall Park Golf club on December
15th.

AOB Bob S announced that the Together Trust was holding an evening on November 24th with a 2course meal for £12.50. More details from Bob for those interested.
President David noted that the excellent film Breathe about polio was showing at the Savoy Cinema,
Heaton Moor from November 10th to 16th.

The meeting ended with our usual toast at 10.25.

Dennis

Bulletin Report for 22 November
SANITATION
Wine on the table is always a good start to the evening; so who was celebrating? We were delighted
to raise a glass to the new addition to the Meeus family, Laurence, who weighed in at 8lb 11oz. His
grandparents are obviously very pleased.
Harry reminded everyone that this Friday is the deadline for signing up to go to India in January to
help with the Polio Day. Harry also put out a call for gardeners to bury thousands of bulbs in
Bramhall Park on December 2nd; Stockport Council having found some money to pay for them.
There were sufficient members present for JohnT to comment that House had not made a loss on
the evening. After an excellent meal Dennis introduced or re-introduced for older members, his
sister Betty.
Betty promptly redefined her talk as not ‘sanitation’ but ‘toilets’; of which she is an aficionado and
never wants to be too far away from the facility. We then had an entertaining evening of history and
comments on the development of the water closet. Apparently not invented by Thomas Crapper as I
had always understood, but developed by Sir John Harrington in 1596. Crapper came much later in
1861 when he set up as a Sanitary Engineer and made the water closet more popular.
There is evidence that Stone Age dwellers in the Orkneys had a waste drainage system under their
dwellings; the Minoan civilisation on Crete had toilets in 2000BC. The Romans even had a goddess
“Cloacina” who presided over the Cloaca Maxima - Great Drain- the main trunk of the system of
sewers in Rome.
The Romans apparently were shocked at the poor facilities in England when they first arrived; after
all they had hot and cold water and toilets back in Rome.
It took Britain a long while to catch-up and it was not until 1848 that a law was passed (The Public
Health Act) that ensured that every house had a privy, water closet, pit or bucket for human waste.
The first public flush toilet was built in 1852. In the USA they had toilet paper by 1857 and again
Britain lagged behind and only got that luxury in 1928. {There were suitable comments from the
members as to which newspaper provided the best solution prior to 1920)
A final comment on the subject is that on average we visit the toilet 2000 times per year.

Reporter John Sykes

Bulletin Report - 3rd January 2018

Hey Ho! Another year... and with Theresa May in No,10, David Davis in charge of BREXIT and Donald
Trump in the White House... What could go wrong???

Well, with Steve chairing the first meeting of the year, then potentially, quite a lot. In the event ,
however, he managed pretty well and we almost finished on time, despite it being a Committees
night. Between the main course and pudding he even carried out the EGM, which produced no
surprises, with himself as president elect, Michael as treasurer and John S as secretary. There is still
a vacancy for vice president. Who will it be, I wonder?

Steve expressed the hope that the next six months would be "untraditional" - which conjures up
suspicions of Trumpesque popularism and which could be quite amusing in a Rotary context. Let's
wait and see. However, as a start, he upset the usual order of Committee reports by letting Gill off
the leash first.

Was the new Christmas Dinner format a success? For those who don't know what the new format is,
it is the same as usual but with quiz things in place of a speaker or other entertainment. Anyway, it
seemed to gain approval though some thought that Denise singing would be a great enhancement to
our pleasure. Talking of our pleasure, there is CHADS this month, the Escape Room thingie in
February and a theatre trip to see Fat Friends in March.

On the international front, Harry announced that the 'Lend with Care' and the Jaipur Limb projects
were going well but he was making slow progress with his condoms (for those who don't know, this
is a technique for reducing deaths from postnatal bleeding).

Treasurer Michael gave details of the Christmas monies and that £450 would be given to each of the
charities that helped with the float. This was debated as some charities did far more to deserve this
than others. Council will look at the way we hand out this money in future. Secretary John S had
nothing to report.

Bob S, for Community Service, proposed a bunch of charities as Duck Race beneficiaries, with the
Together Trust as the leading cause. They are also getting involved with Bramhall High School and
are trying to get them to visit the club in the not-too-distant future.

For W&M, Maggie summed up that we "did pretty good" over Christmas, which was a modest
understatement. Under her excellent guidance the Club managed "All sorts of stuff, as well as the
Woodford collection and float. A special accolade was reserved for Peter, who made the role of
Santa his own. The spring fashion show could take an interesting turn and feature both female and
male fashions. Any volunteers for the male modelling slots??

Club Services will issue the exciting new programme in the next couple of days with dates of
forthcoming events. Meanwhile, Bob P has taken over as Mr Apologies and money taker for the next
few weeks.

Steve has produced a new flyer to attract new members. Good luck there!!

Ian, having little to report as he had been blocked from Facebook for an "undisclosed reason", gave
a list of deadlines for local publications.

And that, folks, is that. Happy new year to all our readers!

Bulletin Jan. 10th 2018.

My Life and Times - Rotarian Satish Mehta

The meeting was well attended and there was one visitor, a colleague of Harry’s from Walthew
House.
Satish was born in the Punjab in India in a village near to Amritsar. His father moved to Uganda in
1936 to obtain work as a teacher. Because of the war he, his mother and his siblings stayed in India
but in 1946 they sailed from Mumbai to East Africa to join his father. Satish was educated in Uganda
near to Jinja. His father wanted him to be a teacher but he was keen to study medicine. He came to
the UK to take his A levels at Norwich City College and from there went to Birmingham Medical
School. He qualified in 1962 and after various posts he came to Reddish to go into general practice.
He was horrified to see how little communication there was between doctors themselves and
between doctors and consultants. He felt strongly about this and joined the local medical council to
set up a working party to improve communications. He was very active in encouraging GPs to
practice preventative medicine to improve patient’s health, addressing such problems as smoking,
obesity, drinking, diabetes. In recognition of this work, in 1996 he was awarded an MBE. In 1984 his
practice negotiated with the Dept. of Health to fund Nurse Practioners. Satish has three children and
six grand-children and was a founder member of Stockport Lamplighters Rotary Club. He is a very
committed Rotarian and has visited Uganda four times to help with medical charity projects.
Following the talk there was a discussion on the problems of the health service. Satish was of the
view that GPs did not have enough time to spend with patients and he thought that employing more
Nurse Practitioners to do some of the work currently done by GPs would be a way of improving the
situation.
The President reminded everyone that they were invited to his house on Sunday for drinks. There is
no meeting next week because of Chads on the 19th. The annual Float Quiz night with buffet is being
held on the 31st, starting time 7 for 7.30. Everyone is invited so as to help the various collecting
teams make up full teams.

Bob

Bulletin 24-01-2018

Tonight’s meeting got off to a rather sombre start as President David asked us to
think about two members who are currently unwell: Sid and Neil. We have no
recent news of Neil, but Sid is now doing the washing up and the ironing, and is
starting to grouse about it. This is known to the medical profession as a Good
Sign. Chris meanwhile is recovering from his hip operation but is still barred
from going in his car. He has had one or two health issues on the way which
have delayed his full recovery, but Pres David said he is “alive and kicking”. The
ever alert Dennis immediately pointed out that he may be alive but he certainly
isn’t kicking, at least not yet.
Pres. David also announced that the local food packing event (not the one in far
distant Bolton) will take place in Wilmslow on April 15th. Council will discuss the
finer details such as how much we will offer in addition to our labour.
After the usual hearty meal we settled down to a very interesting talk by Tony
Nightingale about his life in printing. He became an apprentice to a local firm
almost by accident and spent his first few months correcting the typographical
errors which inevitably crop up when dealing with pages of text which are backto-front and upside down. In the days before backspace and delete keys he had
to identify the errant character, carefully remove it from the block and insert the
correct one.
Eventually he was allowed to make up his own pages. His company printed some
famous publications, including Wisden, the cricketing bible. This compact tome
packed in a huge amount of information which required extremely small type
(4.5 point). Tony once dropped a block of these tiny letters and spent half an
hour picking them up individually before his supervisor took pity on him.
A few years and a few employers later, Tony had graduated to training and other
managerial tasks. He revealed that he didn’t have the manual dexterity to be a
long-term typesetter and was glad to leave it behind. It was in this capacity that
he left London and the South-east and arrived in Manchester. Printing at this
time was a battleground between employers and unions as old techniques
became obsolete and new ones came in. Tony was often an intermediary in
discussions, and was pleasantly surprised to find that here the relationship was
much more cordial than in London.
Despite being retired Tony still enjoys aspects of printing, even to the point of
considering packaging in supermarkets as things of beauty.
After a brief pause for AOB (there wasn’t any) we had the final toast and
finished a little before 10.30. Harry

Bulletin for 31st January 2018.

The fifth Wednesday that was......QUIZ NIGHT.
Great to see such an excellent turn out by Rotary members to support the annual Christmas collection
“Thank You” quiz night. Even better to see 44 helpers and volunteers from seven of the charities who
ventured out in the cold and wet pre-Christmas nights.
The evening kicked off exactly on time and, after a welcome by Mr President Rose, Mr Dougal
eased everyone gently into quiz mode by introducing an easy round. It just ‘floated ‘ past everyone
present! Further more difficult rounds followed presented by Mr D ably assisted by Ms Jan.
Buffet was offered at 8.30 by which time Walthew House had taken a very slender one point lead over
th
the 4 Bramhall Scouts.
Mr Lacey pleased everyone by saying that each group would be receiving £450 from the Santa
Rounds.
The quiz continued and, at the final count, Walthew House retained their first spot. 2
th
Scouts came from behind to be second with the 4 slipping to third.

nd

Bramhall

Mr Richardson was presented with a special certificate acknowleding his outstanding contribution as
THE Santa.
Presentations made every one went home happy, a good time had by all.
For the record the group’s attending were:nd

2 Bramhall Scouts
th

4 Bramhall Guides
th

4 Bramhall Scouts
Beacon Counselling
The Mill
Walthew House
Woodford Cricket Club

Ian

Rotary Bulletin February 7th 2018
The meeting began on a cold night with 22 keen Rotarians. There were lots of
apologies due to illness and good wishes were sent especially to John T, Chris, Neil,
Sid and Ron. On a more positive note Brian announced that he and Jan are planning
to get married on October 10th whist they are cruising the Mediterranean thus having
their wedding, reception and honeymoon simultaneously! As it was committees
there was lots of chatter.
Recruitment – Steve Littlewood
There will be another recruitment drive, a joint venture with W&M committee, next
Saturday in Bramhall Village.
Secretary – John Sykes
Nothing to report
Treasurer – Michael Lacey
There is two and a half thousand pounds in each account at the moment.
Ways & Means – Maggie Hill
1. As a celebration of Valentine’s Day and for Rotary publicity Maggie has made
100 gingerbread hearts and these will be on sale to the public in Bramhall Village
next Saturday. Also as part of our recruitment drive Rotarians will be giving away
miniature chocolate hearts.
2. Fashion Show fliers have now been produced and proceeds will be donated to
Reverse Retts. The fashion show will take place on Thursday March 8 th in Turquoise
Restaurant and clothing will be from Modiste.
3. Easter Saturday, Maggie is trying to organise activities with the village shops eg.
egg boule.
4. Duck Race. Application for May 20th has been accepted and lots of plans are
being made.
Community Service – Bob Stevenson
1. Ann Price, Head teacher from Inscape School is to talk to the club on February
21st and people from Bramhall High School are coming to talk to us on April
25th. Contact has been made with the charity Reverse Retts. A meeting will be held
soon between us, Pure Insight and SAVY to discuss about how the money from the
Duck Race is to be split. The blind run is going well.
2. South Manchester Down Syndrome Group has requested help with their funding.
The possibility of doing another Dragons Den is under discussion. The committee is
considering donations to Beechwood Cancer Care and they are also keen to explore
the possibility of promoting male health issues.
International – Harry Hill
Not a great deal to report, Harry is still trying to make contact with medics at
Kagando Hospital, Uganda. Sue was asked to write to John Wilkinson, RC of
Winchester, for his assistance with this matter. Our involvement with ‘Just Giving’
micro finance scheme is progressing well.
Communication – Ian Dobson

There is much publicity on Facebook about our forthcoming fashion show
Club Service – Bob Preece in absence of John Thewliss
Most spaces have now been taken up and we have a full and interesting programme
to the end of this Rotary year. David thanked Bob for all his work in securing
speakers.
Social – Gill Critchley
1. February 13th a group of Rotarians are going to the ‘Break Out Room’ in
Manchester
2. March 21st, the theatre trip to see my ‘Fat Friends’ has been very popular.
3. March 23rd is Presidents Night at the Pinewood Hotel, Handforth and David has
organised musicians for the evening.
4. April 18th there is a trip to Victoria Baths planned for and there will be dinner
afterwards.
Will Rotarians please please note that there is a Council meeting on Monday
February 12th at Sunrise and as there is a Rotary social evening on Tuesday, there
will not be a meeting on Wednesday February 14th.
The meeting ended at 10:15
Sue Preece

BWRC Bulletin: Tuesday 13th February 2018
Ever willing to try something new, an intrepid group of 14 of us tried the increasingly
popular challenge of Escape rooms for this month's social event at Breakout near St
Peters Square, Manchester.

The concept is easy to grasp though the challenge to actually solve the clues and
escape turned out to be too difficult for two teams who have immediately
been publicly shamed on the company's Facebook page:

However, one team (of only four people) successfully solved the clues in the
'Detective Agency' room and escaped with 8 minutes to spare. Well done to Ian and
daughter Katherine, to Maggie and Harry!!

So, if any Rotarians need to hire a Private Detective for any reason, you could have
a quiet word with Harry, Maggie or Ian, though a mole told me the brains behind the
escape was Ian's daughter?!
We have challenged Harry et al to try the 4* room that eluded five of us. Will they
pick up the gauntlet and accept the challenge?
Amid much merriment, we then enjoyed a delicious and reasonably priced meal with
excellent service at Croma Italian restaurant, just off Albert Square.
Michael entertained us on the East Didsbury tram journey there and back with his
scepticism of the names given to the tram stops en route. Bob and Sue are off to
visit relatives for a few weeks and Gill's away (what's new?
); enjoy your
travels with our best wishes. Collective get well soon messages go to our friends
who couldn't join us; you were missed!
We may not have all escaped out of our breakout rooms, but we braved the cold, icy
conditions unscathed. Thank you Gill for super organising and to all who made this a
great evening, including Pam, Orianne and Katherine. I'm off to find a wet paper bag
to see if I can manage to break out of that �♂️
Andrew

Bulletin Report March 7th 2018
President David welcomed visiting Rotarian Mary Grant from Macclesfield Castle (2nd Junior Vice
President Elect).
16 BW Rotarians attended the meeting as well on a cold wet night to celebrate Maggie's birthday.
Maggie had brought had baked 3 birthday cakes to mark the occasion.
Numbers were depleted because of recent hospital admissions of John T, Ron, Dennis and Neil.
Apologies for Harvey because of his on-going condition. Bob & Sue are enjoying their vacation in New
Zealand & Bruce skying in his Swiss retreat. Michael updated us on Sid and star of the gathering was
Maggie. Following the meal and enrichment of an excellent cakes tasting, the committee chairpersons
reported on their respective Committee deliberations & planning.
Ways & Means: Maggie Hill
1)Updated on the Fashion Show at The Bubble Room on Thursday 13 March 7pm. 69 attendees had
bought the tickets. Proceeds for reverse rett. Lot of raffle prizes were handed to Maggie for the raffle
draw.
2)Steve and Maggie had spent Saturday before in pouring rain selling gingerbread biscuits and raised
£140 with costs amounting to £20 for Chocolate Hearts.
3)Maggie reported on Easter weekend arrangements. Easter Egg Race, face painting etc. Indeed a full
programme to interest families, children & Rotary awareness.
4) Duck Race: Sunday May 20th 2018 is now actively pursued and Ian is working hard on sponsorship
and participants
Recruitment: Steve Littlewood
Further Events are in planning stages to continue in conjunction with Ways & Means
Community: Bob Stevenson
1) Bob informed membership about attendance at the Club on Wednesday 25th April by Simon
Stonehouse (BHS) + 3 BHS pupils to give a presentation on projects to involve school with Bramhall
Community. It was agreed that we meet at 7pm for 7:30pm. BHS presentation to precede the meal.
2) Bob & Satish had met up with Stewart, Chartered Accountant to Pure Innovations to discuss
current Financial situation appertaining to Pure Insight in light of insolvency with SAVY.
Financial Accounts are in hand. Pure Insight employs 6 full time workers who engage with clients
suffering from mental health issues and guide them through Commercial Cafe Operatives, social skills
development and art related projects. Funding is the main issue. Pure Insight currently gets its
funding from SMBC & Children in Need. The latter funding of £15,000 per year runs out in 1 year.
Alternative sources of funding was discussed such as Pennine Care NHS Trust, Stockport
Commissioning Group and East Cheshire. There is an input by Beacon. Bob is to have further
discussion with Sarah.
Secretary: John Sykes
Nil to report
Treasurer: Michael Lacey
£2000 in Charity Account
£2000 in General Account
International: Harry Hill
Harry reported that he was still trying his Condom Project to take root. As regards "Just Giving" micro
finance scheme continues to progress Outlay £500 and so far £350 has been reaped.
Communication: Ian Dobson

Ian was enthusiastic about the DUCK RACE. Arrangements /Sponsors were been pursued. He was
hoping to get support and funding from SMBC. There was to be a meeting of Bramhall & Woodford
Area Committee tomorrow for Ward Funding applications.
Ian also had a short meeting with our visitor from Macclesfield Castle and he will tell us what they had
to implore at our next week Rotary gathering.
Social Calendar: Gill Critchley
1)President's Night at Pinewood Hotel, Handforth on Friday 23rd March 2018
Gill reported that 40 were so far attending and chosen their Menu and paid
2) Visit to Victoria Baths Wednesday 18th April 2018. Arrangements to be given
Council Meeting on Monday 12th March at Sunrise.
Final Toast at 10pm
Satish

Bulletin Report March 14th 2018
President David welcomed visiting Speaker Jon Lamonte as well as Richard from Walthew House. He
also extended his welcome to returnee Rotarians Dennis, John T and Ron following recent hospital
admissions. David also thanked John Meeus for standing in for Bob Preece whilst on holidays in New
Zealand. David also mentioned Zone meeting on Meal Packing to be attended by him on Monday 12th
March 2018.
John M reported apologies from Bob P, Bruce, Dev, Julia, Katie, Pam Jones, Sid, Sue and Neil who
has leave of absence . 22 BW Rotarians were present. Dennis & Bob S were visiting Neil on Friday
16th.
After the meal President David introduced Jon Lamonte, CEO of Transport for Greater Manchester
whose portfolio covered rail, bus, tram, highways, cycling and other forms of active transport. Jon
Lamonte leads as an Executive coordinating Wider Leadership Team comprising Chief Executives of
10 Districts, Chief Constable, Fire Chief Officer and New Economy. Jon in his address outlined the
complexity of issues that needed addressing the transportation and accessibility within the 1200
sq.kilometer affecting 8.2 million people in the Greater Manchester conurbation. It is the fastest
growing economy affecting 7.2 million people living outside Manchester City and who are mostly
young. Manchester Airport was an expanding airport and currently 25 million people had been
through it. Transport integration was urgently needed to facilitate easier travel for passengers between
buses, tramlines and trains. Roads are congested because of freight vehicles on busy roads and lack of
road network under investment. Currently there are 49 Bus Companies operating in Greater
Manchester to provide Public Transport with varying fares. He would like to streamline transferable
single fares on any Bus Transport similar to one on Red Buses in London. There has to be greater
coordination between 10 Metropolitan Boroughs to improve transport mobility for passengers and
leading to lesser congested roads. He touched on metro link, bus concession passes, rail interchanges,
highways, active cycling and walking ways. He hinted at moving fright from roads to disused rail lines.
This would improve air quality as well as by introducing Congestion charges similar to London.
7 of 10 Metropolitan Borough Districts (MBC) had Air Quality problems. Investment in TRANSPORT
would create new 200,00 jobs. Current Investment to date:
Metro-link ------------------------------------------------------------------------ £2.6 b resulting in 40
million passenger usage
Trafford Park Line:---------------------------------------------------------------£350 million
Guided Bus way (Ashley )----------------------------------------------------- £122 million
He also touched on High Speed S2 to Piccadilly and setting up of Railway Station in Manchester Air
Port There needs to be integrated services between buses, metro-link and rail which would increase
Passenger usage to 50 million in next 20 years. After a very interesting delivery there was 15
minutes of Question & Answer session. Jon was thanked on a very exiting futuristic transport delivery
which would affect 8.2 million people living in Greater Manchester area and beyond and look forward
to a faster improvement in the integration of transport services.

Committee Reports:
Ways & Means: Maggie
1) Fashion Show at The Bubble Room on Thursday 8 March 2018 raised £ 200 and sum to be donated
to ReverseRett
2) Easter Saturday 31st March 2018 Empty Shop in Bramhall Precinct. Egg rolling, face painting and
other competitions to be organized.
3) Duck Race Sunday 20th May 2018. SMBC (Stockport Area Funding) had awarded £1,500 for
publicity. Thanks to Michael, John M and John S for attending the Stockport Area
Funding Committee.
Community: Bob Stevenson
1) Bob thanked the members & Maggie for staging the Fashion Show & Donation to ReverseRetts:-------------------------- £700.00
2) Woodford Garden Centre proceeds to Pure Insight ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------£2,500.00
3) BHS students visit on April 25th Meeting rescheduled for 7pm for 7:30pm. Presentation to be
followed by meal afterwards.
4) Bob & Committee to continue to oversee Expenditure & Fund Raising at Pure Insight as it remains
the designated charity for the Duck Race
International: Harry
Harry reported on the success of his CONDOM PROJECT in Uganda
Harry had made contacts with the help of John Wilkinson of RC of Winchester and CEO at Kagando
Hospital. This is to facilitate provision of Sterile Packs of items to be used in Kagando Hospital,
Uganda and 14 surrounding Clinics. £ 750 is to be dispatched. The Club thanked Harry for completion
of the task.
Social: Gill
1) 41 attending President's Night at Pinewood Hotel Friday 23rd March 2018 7pm for 7:30pm Black
Tie
2) Visit to Victoria Baths Wednesday 18th April 2018
Pro & Communications: Ian
Ian reported that Duck Race Programme was in hand
Secretary: John S

John thanked members getting in touch with him and wanting to be engaged in CES Training Update.
He will duly get in touch with members.
Treasurer : Michael
Xmas Card Donations had now reached £500
Final Toast 10:24pm
Satish

President’s night 2018
On Friday 23rd March 41 people chose not to watch Sport Relief or a football match
between England and the Netherlands but to wend their way to the Pinewood
Hotel. This was to be an evening with a difference. On arrival we were greeted by
our own Peter Richardson rather than our President, who was checking out last
minute details with Gill. A guitarist was strumming away in one corner while we
ordered drinks and found which of the six tables we were to be seated at.
I thought it must be an international evening as President David started off by
introducing top table guests in Spanish. Surprisingly he then lapsed into English for
the grace. As Shabbat had already started, according to halakha, I thought he might
have continued a multilingual theme by addressing us in Hebrew.
The food was excellent and from the level of noise people were enjoying themselves.
It was interesting to note that on table 1 it was the men who had the fresh fruit salad
while the ladies had high calorific desserts. In the meantime Harry was circulating
round the tables armed with his camera and you can see the results of his efforts in
his email. I am not sure if he had asked the President’s permission but he was the
only one to remove his jacket.
After the meal Harry had to put his jacket back on quickly as he was called forward
to receive a Paul Harris Fellowship award which for once left him nearly lost for
words.
David started his speech in a Shakespearean theme and the interruption was not the
usual mickey taking but a record of his various and many accomplishments read by
four members. These included being a keen cyclist, piano player, student of Jewish
heritage, ophthalmologist, GP, ENT consultant, (he was on duty the night of the
plane crash in Stockport). When Lorna’s phone rang we thought it might be the start
of another interruption but it was not to be. During his 15 years in Rotary he has
made a trip to Uganda, organised 3 musical evenings and a District competition and
takes part in the blind run. And finally, as they say, David told a joke about a Rabbi
and the Pope, a tatty envelope and the bill for the last supper before moving across
to the keyboard and playing his version of “I did it my way” (tutor’s note – needs
more practice and don’t blame the keyboard!!).
There then followed a duo on saxophone and keyboard. The music was fine, if a little
loud, which sometimes made conversation at nearby tables difficult. David called for
the final toast to Rotary and peace the world over, thanked Gill for her efforts in
organising the evening and reminded us to put our clocks forward on Saturday
evening. We all went home about 11pm.
Ron
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President David opened the meeting with a few words about our Honorary Life Member and former
full member, ‘Mac’ McLeod who passed away on the 23 March and there followed a short silence in
which to remember him.

David also welcomed guests Tracy Robinson from The Ladybrook along with Vicky and Peter
Wordsworth. John welcomed Bob and Sue back from Australia and a list of apologies was given.

Both Harry and Maggie put up their hands to speak, but Harry deferred to Maggie, who told the
meeting of the plans for Easter Saturday, 11am – 3pm (approx.) in The Village Square. These
included a Kids Trail to spot ‘letters’ in shop windows to make a word. Egg rolling or throwing on
artificial grass, Humpty Dumpty competition, Egg & Spoon Race, well perhaps walking, actually
(remembering H&S !!) Face Painting, Pancakes, prizes, lots going on and Modiste having an event
too.

Harry then had his chance to tell us of a contact that he had received from Lamplighters ‘E Club’
regarding a Manchester charity giving overnight accommodation and food to the homeless and
those on the ‘edge of society’. The recent very cold weather had left them with an electricity bill
alone, of £2,857 which was beyond their resources. Whilst requests should go through Council he
said, the delay would mean the closure of the charity and so under exceptional circumstances, a
show of hands approved the donation of £250 to help them. Harry also asked for any volunteers for
gardening on Saturday.

The evening’s speaker was Tom Dickerson, President of the Rotary Club of Knutsford, speaking on
behalf of a dental charity, ‘Bridge 2 Aid’ providing principally, dental training in Tanzania. Tom
embarked on a project to raise money for the charity in two ways. First was a sponsored walk(s)
‘The Sandstone Trail’, involving a total distance of 82 miles, in various walks. Second was to talk
about dentistry and Bridge2Aid to Rotary Clubs. We were his 20th such talk this year.

Tom started off by talking about dentistry and how both he and his practice had won many awards,
and to prove it, he said, had brought one along to show us. With the help of a Powerpoint
presentation, he explained the various parts of a dentist’s work. This includes a ‘visual
examination’ as the patient walks in the surgery, an understanding of their medical history, patient
perception – they may not care about their teeth, physical examination to include lymphatics to
detect infection and the temporomandibular joint and an ‘out of alignment’ situation may be the
cause of migraine.

The internal examination will examine the soft tissue which can give indications of medical
conditions, leukaemia was one mentioned. Periodontal examination will assess gum health. The
teeth themselves will be charted and examined for decay. Further test may be carried out, for
example X Rays.

The dentist must therefore be skilled in Medicine – Pharmacy – Oral medicine – Dentistry – Surgery
– Radiography and also be a good communicator. In the past dental anaesthesia was also required
but this is now performed in hospital but Tom told us he was skilled in this too. The dentist also has
to be aware that their ultrasonic scalers can negatively interact with heart pacemakers.

They also design appliances to help with snoring and he has advised sleep apnoea clinics with this.
Mouthguard’s to improve sporting performance is another of his skills. Cosmetic dentistry also
forms an important part of the dentist work and this includes whitening, which is now illegal, unless
carried out by a dentist.

The dental profession has not been good however, at ‘prevention’. Tom told us that he also has
teaching qualifications too. Dental work is now almost pain free with patients sometimes asking
when he is going to put the injection in, when he has already done it!

Tom then moved on to the subject of the charity Bridge2Aid and told us that 70% of the world’s
population does not have access to dental treatment as it is difficult without easy access to power
and water. He showed us graphic photographs of the suffering some people go through with
untreated dental problems. These included a 5 year old, terribly sick and bloated with sepsis, cause
by a dental problem. All she needed was a tooth extracted and has now recovered.

Training is the answer, dentist travel out there and train healthcare workers in the field to carry out
extractions within a couple of weeks. These healthcare workers already carry out 60 – 80% of a
doctor’s job [sic] and this additional skill is what is needed. The scale of the problem needs a unique
solution. They are given the ‘right skills’, ‘the right equipment’ and pass a test. Sterilising
equipment is done in a pressure cooker ! The UK dentists have also directly treated some 35,000
people, mainly in Tanzania. After this, the scheme needs some government involvement to
continue.

The volunteers pay their own airfares and accommodation and so 4 million now have access to
treatment. The charity has also set up hospitals. To take this further they need help, although the
cost of providing basic emergency dental cover for life, is just 50p.

John Sykes gave the vote of thanks, with the comment “I didn’t realise that by the time I had sat
down in the dentist’s chair, most of the job had already been done” !

Dennis gave us an update on Neil who is home and in quite good spirits although he is not doing
well. Visits would be welcome. We heard that Geoff Hunt’s wife Olive, had a fall at night whilst in
the Lake District which necessitated a hip replacement. Ian mentioned that school books were
required for a library project in Gambia

The 15 April sees two projects – the Meal Packing and the Artisan Market. Those attending the
Meal Packing are asked to ‘take a tin’. The next meeting will be Committee’s and a CES Training
Session, there is no Blind Run. The week after, James Wood will talk on Manchester airport. Gill
was thanked for organising the visit to see ’Fat Friends’.

Chris Monkhouse 29 March 2018

Bulletin Report Wednesday April 11th 2018
President David welcomed our James Wood, Civil Engineer at Manchester Airport, our speaker
tonight and Rot. Rosemary Boardman ADG. The meeting was attended by 18 members. Ron updated
the club on the whereabouts of Dennis,Bruce,Sid, Pat on holiday,Pam Jones in London,Bob in Japan,
Andrew at Graduation Reunion, Denise to join after the meal. Neil & Harvey were still unwell and
undergoing treatment. Apologies were also noted for Kate. David informed the club that he and few
others had attended Mac's funeral that morning.
Sue Preece informed members that their son Steve Preece was appearing on BBC on Monday morning
April 16 at 9:15 am. The interview would be with Angela Rippon focusing on BBC Health: Truth or
Fiction on Steve's research into joint involvement consequence to running.
John Meeus requested that he was circulating a hard copy for members to put their names in order to
sell tickets for Annual Duck Race on Sunday 20th May 2018. It was our biggest fund raiser of the year.
Michael would also be forwarding an email to members to reinforce the necessity.
Gill reminded members of visit to Victoria Baths on Wednesday 18 April. Jennifer to forward details
about Car Parking at the Baths. NO CLUB MEETING THIS WEDNESDAY 18 April
Bob Preece introduced James Wood and it was an impressive delivery outlining the Development of
Manchester Airport. He intimated that Manchester Airport was opened on 25th June 1938 and over
the subsequent 50 years there have been numerous milestones, significant being the 1st Transatlantic
Flight in 1953.. In 1969 New Airport Extension led to BOAC flight to New York. From 1974 to 1986
there had been continuous growth & expansion and in 1993 application for 2nd Runway was
submitted leading to lot of objections by Cheshire County Council. In 1993 Terminal 2 was opened
and Terminal 3 started operating in 1997 for British Airways. In 2010 big Airliners like Emirates A380
began operating from Manchester Airport. Manchester Airport is now being used by 70 Airlines with
220 Destinations. There are plans to streamline lot of improvements to facilitate passenger journey by
making it more friendly and appealing. Foremost to improve Arrivals & Departure sections together
with extensive car parking facilities for the passengers as well as visitors. Expansion of Terminal 2
would include increase in car parking, passenger Drop Area and there would be greater e-checking. To
achieve this there would be New Taxiways for efficient landing and better use of Airliner Parking.
Currently Night Flights are restricted due to noise (62%). Other airports in different countries use lot
of Night Flights. By 2024 Manchester Airport would most efficient and profitable company. It would
attract a spur to Northern Powerhouse by providing direct access to cities beyond Manchester. This
would be achieved by providing direct rail and road access to and from Manchester Airport.
Investment in Manchester Airport by all GMMB has resulted in good returns to Boroughs. Q & A
followed leading in main to NOISE and Passenger dissatisfaction at having to pay £3 for being
dropped off at terminals.
David thanked James Wood for an excellent delivery. Final Toast 10:30pm

Rotary Tour of Victoria Baths
18th April 2018
12 members of Bramall & Woodford Rotary Club, plus 2 guests from Manchester
Breakfast Rotary, braved the glorious sunshine to visit Victoria Baths. Everyone
arrived on time.
There was a slight problem getting into the baths since the main entrance was well
and truly locked. Fortunately it did not take too long to resolve this oversight
(Jennifer had checked that the car park was unlocked, but had never thought about
checking the main door!).
Gill Wright, who is Project Development Manager at Victoria Baths, was the tour
guide.
The tour encompassed the 3 pools and the Turkish Baths and covered both the
history of the baths and the ongoing restoration project.
Construction of Victoria Baths commenced in 1903 and the baths opened to the
public in 1906, so regardless of the name, it is not a Victorian building – it is
Edwardian one - but Edward Baths doesn’t have quite the same ring to it!
The baths cost £59,000 to construct, which was a huge amount of money
considering that the Moss Side Baths, build around the same time, cost only
£13,000. But Victoria Baths was build to be Manchester’s Water Palace and to
‘compete’ with the best anywhere in the country at that time.
At the time it was built use of public baths was segregated, both by class and
gender. Smaller baths provided the segregation by having different timeslots for
different groups, but Victoria Baths was situated to serve a large population and
there are three separate pools – 1st class males, 2ndclass males and females. There
were also individual baths, commonly called slipper baths, which allow ‘private’
washing, as opposed to washing in the pools. It has to be remembered that, at the
time these baths were built, the primary objective was to provide a place for people
to have baths; swimming as a pastime or sport was secondary. The baths also had
a wash house at the rear, so people could wash their sheets and get themselves
clean all in one go.
In addition to the three pools Victoria Baths also contained Turkish Baths, a spacious
flat for the superintendent who managed all of the public baths in Manchester and,
next door to the flat, a committee room (so that the superintendent didn’t have to
walk very far to hold meetings with his team that managed all the other baths).
When Victoria Baths closed to the public in March 1993 the local residents launched
a vigorous campaign to save the baths. Initially this was a campaign to stop the
closure, but this soon changed into a campaign to save the building as opposed to
save it as a council run swimming pool. In 2003 Victoria Baths raised its profile by
becoming the winner of the BBC’s Restoration programme, and that achievement
secured £3m pounds from the Lottery heritage Fund plus a further £500K from the
telephone votes and associated donations.
This funding allowed the front to the building to be restored and essential repairs
undertaken to the gala pool (1st class male pool) roof.
There is still a long way to go but the building is now regularly used for filming (TV
series mainly), weddings, community activates, vintage home fairs, etc. The focus
now is to restore the Turkish Baths and open them to the public, followed by
(eventually) opening one of the pools.
The tour commenced at 18:00 and we left the baths at 19:30 to head for The Ashlea
in Cheadle to eat. Gill joined us at The Ashlea.

For those of you who could not attend the tour I have attached a couple of photos so
that you can see what you missed. One is the front of the building (taken on the day
of the tour), the second is the Turkish Baths rest room (taken last September). The
front of the building, including all the stained glass, has been fully restored. I have
shrunk the photos a bit for emailing but full sized copies are available on request although you could just go to the baths on an open day to buy a photo, thereby
supporting the restoration project ;-)
Best wishes,
Jennifer

Bulletin Report for May 2nd
Twenty-one members gathered which is pretty good for a Committee night, plus we
had three visitors; Peter and Vicky Wordsworth and Tracy Robinson, here for the
second time so good to see them.
Ron provided an update on those not present; Harvey is suffering with a back
problem and will be undergoing surgery this month, so probably a few weeks before
he is back with us; Neil is still quite poorly; Kate was packing for holidays; Pam was
looking after her children; no report on others.
President David said there were very good reports from the Meal Pack – 55,000
meals packed over the two days and over 1,000 items provided for local food banks.
After an excellent meal the committees got down to business, Tracy joined
Community Service; Vicky joined Ways & Means and Peter joined ? I’m not certain
which committee but he was certainly getting useful information.
Community Service were allowed to report first so that Bob S could disappear off to
complete delivering political leaflets re the local elections on Thursday. Our three
guests have volunteered for duty at the Duck Race which is great. Bob reported that
they had spend some time explaining to Tracey how the Club worked. They are
looking to have a Dragons Den next Rotary Year; they also discussed the distribution
of children’s books that Tracy has collected.
Vice Pres – Steve reminded members that he is still looking for a volunteer to go to
District Assembly to represent the club.
Secretary – John advised “nothing to report”
Treasurer – Michael reported that there was roughly £2,000 in each of our accounts.
Duck sales are about 10% down on previous years; they are harder to sell. The card
machine is working well and has made more sales than at Stables Café. Full
instructions are provided.
Ways & Means – More volunteers are required for duck race day. There are only 19
club members available (due to health and holiday reasons).
Maggie advised that taking all the little sessions at Sainsburys over a 12-month
period had added up to a marvellous £1,411. There is an opportunity to sell Duck
Race tickets at Lumb Lane Park Monday May 7th – noon to 6pm; come along at any
time if you are able.
International – The International Evening has been moved to June 20th. Partners are
invited. Two Projects we supported through Lend with Care have now paid back in
full and Harry is looking at the next projects. Catherine Dobson (Ian’s daughter)
requested £150 for support of a School Library in Gambia where she is involved.
Since the next council is ten days away this was agreed within club.
PR & Coms – Ian initially said “nothing to report” then went back on himself and
reported that the Facebook was getting many ‘likes’ with the information about Duck
Race day; he will be following that up with regular updates to the page.

Club Services – Bob reported that the programme though to September was looking
good. Latest update will be sent out shortly.
Social – Gill reminded us all that Pres BBQ is Sunday July 1st, noon onwards. With
the International Evening date shift Gill says that June 27th is TBA. August will be the
crown green bowling session. Any suggestions for events please get in touch with
Gill
AOB – None
Presidents wrap-up
Next week will be the presentation from a student we supported to go to Malawi.
No Blind Run Monday May 7th.
Finish time was a record at 10:05pm

Bulletin Reporter - John Sykes

Bulletin of May 23rd 2018
Duck Race (DR) debrief
Tonight’s meeting began with a few moments’ silence for the victims of the
Arena bombing 12 months ago. Pres David then introduced two guests: firstly
Sarah, a lady who until recently was a member of Ealing RC and who has moved
back to the North-west to help look after her mother; and Pete Daniel who is
well known to lots of us as the “dad” of Winston, a huge soft Newfoundland.
More to the point, Pete was a huge help at the Duck Race, before, during and
after. Sarah had also been to the DR and realised that we are different from
Ealing RC which she described as “snoozy” (and not “sleazy” as I heard across
the room!)
Attendance was not great as many were taking a well-earned holiday after the
exertions of the DR. Of the unwell, Harvey has had his operation delayed for a
fortnight, JT has had a gastroscopy which is very promising given some tablets
and a bit of time, and Neil is still having treatment but looked pretty good all
things considered when he came to help Brenda at the DR.
Between courses Sarah was invited to say a few words. She had been an
Ambassadorial Scholar which she said had changed her life. She became an
active Rotaractor and then joined Ealing RC. She works for the BBC so she will
be in good company if she chooses to join us.
After dinner it was Maggie’s time to take the
spotlight as she ran through her notes about
the big day. She emphasised that although
there were many things which could be
improved the day seemed to have been
extremely popular with the public. Bearing
that in mind, here are a few of her points for
refinement before next year.
Selling big ducks, advertising space and race
sponsorship was pretty easy (for Maggie!)
Parking was generally good with no significant
complaints received, although a couple of
councillors were unhappy about Carrwood
Road/Manor Road. SMBC will need to buy
extra cones for next year!
The new third Duck Bus from Bramhall High

School was underutilised and a second bus to and fro Bramhall centre might be
better use of our funds.
Not all volunteers turned up, certainly at the right place, but better use of radios
might have resolved some problems. More radios next year please!
The drinks tent was well utilised but more low sugar drinks are needed for our
health-conscious clientele, and bottles with easy closing mouthpieces were in
great demand.
Satish commented that race times were not easy to find in the programme, and
it may be worth having a central section with the map, times of races, list of big
ducks etc. in the centre of the booklet.
Waste disposal was a big topic. Although guys from Totally Local Company
(Solutions SK until the beginning of April!) cleared rubbish three times during
the day, there was a very large pile of bin bags to be removed at the close of
play. We had permission from Hillbrook Grange’s chairman to use their skip (a
small charge may be levied!) but several vehicles were needed to take the
rubbish there. Proposals for next year include hiring a skip on site, and paying
for TLC to collect rubbish for us.
After Maggie ran out of steam Pres David asked Pete Daniel, as an unbiased
outsider, what he thought of the day. He was forthright in saying that the public
would have thought everything went perfectly. There is always room for
improvement, and this debrief was very useful, but next year other things would
cause problems to us and no-one else would notice. I wondered if this would
cause relief and concern in equal measure!
After the final toast the meeting closed at around 10.30.
Harry Hill

Bulletin report for 6th June 2018

Only 16 members were present at the start of committee night which was
unusual as normally this produces the best attendance of the month.
Michael read a letter for one of the Duck Race £100 prize winners. The recipient
said how well the event was organised and how enjoyable it was. (especially
winning £100 no doubt)
Gill started off by announcing that Andrew had now qualified as a Hypno-Psycho
therapist. (This seemed like déjà vu to me as I had a cousin also called Andrew
in the same profession.) Bob Preece immediately marked him down for a future
job talk and several members offered to be hypnotised!!
The Presidential BBQ has been abandoned so David’s farewell meeting will be on
27th June at Bombay to Mumbai. 11th July will be a magical performance. 22nd
August will be crown green bowls and 12th September will be a walk followed by
a meal at the Windmill pub.
Michael then gave details of the Duck Race. Expenditure had risen to £7000 but
there had also been a big step up in income. Big ducks had done well but tote
sales were down and we only sold 3 small duck races instead of 4. Our stalls
also took less than last year. However, when all the sponsorship money is in we
should make a profit of £17000.
Maggie’s team have moved on from the Duck Race and are busy organising the
next two events. The Scarecrow Festival will start in August building to a climax
on 15th September. This year’s theme will be super heroes. A fashion show on
Wednesday 7th November still needs the venue to be confirmed.
Dennis on behalf of Community Service confirmed that they would like 80% of
the Duck Race profit to go to Pure Insight. Some pupils from Bramhall High
school were going to Borneo and it was probably better to give some
sponsorship to the group rather than individuals. VP Steve wanted to do more
for the elderly and bereaved. They were also looking at adopting Bramhall
Railway station. (in what way was not explained).
Sue was looking for hosts for the six international students who would be coming
to the meeting on 20th June and there was a hint that Harry might be planning
another trip to Uganda.

Bob Preece suggested that partners should be invited to all speaker meetings in
future to boost audiences in view of the low attendance by members.
Meeting closed just after 10 pm.

Ron Malabon

Bulletin – International Evening 20.06.18.

Eight international students from the University had been invited to the club and
Harry, Chris and myself provided the transport. They came together with a
student from Columbia who was a guest of John Meeus. As well as the students
we had three other guests – Mary Monkhouse, Pam Malabon and Sarah Ball. We
were all pleased to see the return of John Thewlis after his recent illness. The
tables had been arranged as eight tables of four so that each table had an
allotted host and one guest. After the usual excellent meal the students were
asked to say a few words about themselves.

Satoru Mitsuta
Saturu is from Tokyo and is a law graduate. He is now a judge dealing with
family courts. He came to the UK to carry out research into the family court
system in England
Mayumi Mitsuta
Mayumi is also Japanese and she is married to Saturo. She works as a secretary
in a law firm and has come to the UK to study and improve her English.
Laura Cambeiro
Laura lives in Toulouse in France and is working in a local school to improve her
English, despite her command of English being extremely good.
Henrry Iguarez Mourillo
Henry is from Cali, Columbia, South America. He is a student of Ashley Rhodes
(Gay Rhodes son) and was learning English in Cali. He is now studying English at
Manchester Academy for three months. He lectures on the Humanities at Cali
University and his favourite hobby is dancing, especially the Salsa, which he
demonstrates regularly
Hina Gul Roy
Hina is from Pakistan. She is studying for a Masters in Human Rights Law. Hina
said that a large proportion of people in Pakistan do not know their rights and
she wants to bring about change. She said that Pakistan is a very male
dominated society and changing attitudes to Human Rights would not be easy.
Nuraini Shukor

Nuraini is from Malaysia. She is in her final year of a degree in Biology. She is
enjoying visiting the art galleries and museums in Manchester. When she returns
to Malaysia she wants to teach.
Virginia Parisi
Virginia is from Italy and enjoys cooking and photography. She has come to this
country to improve her English.
Xi Luo (Lucy)
Lucy is from China and graduated in English. She said that she really enjoyed
the weather in Manchester as where she lived in China it was very humid.
Hui Juan Gao (Holly)
Holly is also from China and is a teacher. She is also enjoying the museums and
art galleries on offer in Manchester.

After their speeches President David gave an explanation of the aims of Rotary
and its many achievements. None of the students were aware of Rotary but a
number of them said they would be interested in contacting their local club when
they returned home. Sue was congratulated in providing us with an extremely
well organized and enjoyable evening.

Bob

Bulletin Report for Handover Meeting - Wed 4 July 2018
One of the formal business nights of all Rotary clubs, Club Assembly / Handover meeting. This year
held during the best heat-wave since 1976 (factoid – that’s 10 years before B&WR
founded). Perhaps because of this, most members arrived more in beach wear than formal
clothing. Or perhaps they were just dressed for the BBQ which never happened?
Outgoing President, David Rose, opened the meeting by reading something in tribute to 70 yrs of the
NHS. As the food was already out, all further talking mercifully delayed until after it was eaten.
Ron - G&V. Pam(ela) Withers, who has now applied to become a member, was welcomed; along
with Rosemary Boardman ADG.. Usual apologies plus Kate with car issues and Sue & Bob, in
Greece, acting like they are on a Club 18 – 30 holiday.
Michael – Subs. He had previously told us subs £100 next/this year. However he should actually
have proposed this for the club to vote and approve (setting a theme, see later). Ayes, unanimously.
Satish – Harvey, in Salford Royal is feeling very low with his back/neck issues. Girlfriend being
extremely supportive. A hospital visit rota to be organised.
Dennis – Neil at home is in good spirits. No update on Geoff. Vida has gout. Harry then asked for a
gardening volunteer to replace Vida at Bramall Hall on Saturday !
David R – handover time. Thanked all especially John S & Michael. He then attempted to give the
chain of office to Steve. The catch on the back is in need of a sowing repair. David suggested it was
a task for Lindsey. Daggers emanated from the eyes of some of our female members but with Sue
not there, no violence ensued.
President Steve Littlewood – started by telling us he had only 1hr 20mins for his speech. Gave very
fulsome praise of David as a sensitive, caring, real gentleman, with whom he has spent much time
over the last year. Steve recalled how he had got volunteered for VP and voted in in his
absence. Thanked all the Council members, all bar one being same as last year. Steve highlighted
two concerns: a) falling attendance (as in: proportion of members attending regular club
meetings). b) Same thing at fundraising events.
Steve doesn’t like the chain of office and apparently doesn’t intend to wear it much. He also doesn’t
like the Union flag, along with the USA flag being flown at our meetings. So he is going to move them
to the garage. The writer felt perhaps it might have been better to proposed this to the club for a
debate and eventual vote. But that’s just me – democracy, it’s such a dated concept. Putin, Trump
etc; strong men; that’s the current norm ??? Anyway Handover completed, coffee, then we moved
on to Committee reports.
Gill, Social – Romulus in Bramhall being investigated for Charter Night, 26 Oct. Gill has 14 tickets to
visit Terracotta thingy in Liverpool, daytime event, £12. Email in next day or so to get sign-up
definites for this and for Bowls night. Gill also has tickets for the TV show “Countdown”. Males of our
species apparently find the presenters to be very presentable.
Andrew led a debate on various options for next week (magician & puzzle expert booked to speak) as
it clashes with a FIFA Football World Cup semi-final. By the Grace of God (that’ll be the Church of
England god) “we” (= the England Association Football team) might be playing in this match.
Conclusion – If And Only If “we” beat Sweden on Saturday, then next week’s meeting will be
cancelled.
By around mid-day Sunday it is thought even Maggie is likely to know the result ?
John S, Sec – no report
Michael, Tres – no report other than to say after most of 10 years as Tres, this will be his last.
VP – there is still no VP.
Maggie, W&M – debate re attend Fir Road event Sun 22 July. Enough volunteers so we will attend,
man splat-the-rat etc stalls but not lend our PA system. Scarecrow Festival planning going well. Ian
has got Redrow signed up for £500 sponsorship. Fashion Show planning in progress although
Sorella have declined to take part.

Satish for CS – Borneo school project providing our speaker, 26 Sept. Idea from Steve that we start
project to help elderly / bereaved of Bramall (lunches with them?). Working with Age Concern. Major
project possible for us to become involved with “Adopting” Bramhall railway station. £20k available for
this from somewhere (?). Meetings planned to pursue.
Harry, Int – Condom project progressing. This still seen as easily best solution for Africa as enables
use of locally produced products (condoms and string) vs the West donating drugs, even if the new,
no-refrigeration-necessary, alternatives do become available. Lend-With-Care scheme very
successful. Have lent nearly £1,500 getting, so far, all of it back. Excellent as it allows the recipients
to help themselves, not just get given charitable hand-outs.
Ron for Club Ser – meetings through to Sept sorted. Committees reports concluded.
Rosemary then spoke. Had visited us before, then as prospective ADG. She is very keen on working
with, and maintaining mutual discussion between, the Clubs in her area. The new DG is called Tony
Graves. He has produced 13 detailed documents of his thoughts for this new Rotary year. From
these Rosemary highlighted 1) all clubs should do new events. 2) they should get involved in
Foundation. 3) club membership is important. 4) we are the only one out of Rosemary’s 10 clubs to
have a proper PR presence, well done us. 5) satellite clubs and e-clubs being formed. 6) Rotary
Showcase introduced, a scheme to allow sharing of best practices between clubs. 7) District
Conference is 27/28 Oct. 8) High Peak Cluster, whatever that is (?) apparently we are staying in it.
Steve then wrapped up the meeting by admitting to being absent for the next few meetings. Just
because it is his ruby wedding anniversary. Off cruising then staying in his honeymoon hotel
bedroom on the Isle of White. (* Reminded the writer of a joke, but as it was already nearly 10:30 no
time to tell). Next meetings, blind run etc reminders. Next Council meeting will be on 23 July and no
August meeting planned. Meeting closed 10:31.
Brian.

* the joke:
A friend of mine has 2 tickets in a corporate box for the season’s first Man U. game on Sat
th
11 August. He paid £175 each for them but he didn't realise when he bought them months ago that it
was going to be the same day as his wedding!
If you are interested, he is looking for someone to take his place.
It's at Stockport Registry Office, at 4pm. The bride's name is Helen -- she's 5'4", about 8 stone, quite
pretty, and a really good cook.

Bulletin for 18th July 2018.
7.59 Mr Sykes (!) called the meeting to order and sat on the top rabke with Bob P and our guest,
Fern McGovern.
8.05 Food.
8.34 Mr Malabon gave apologies. It is easier to state who was there rather than who wasn’t. Ladies:Mesdames Hill, Holmes, Nicholson, Preece and Sarah. Messieurs as above plus Allport, Dobson, Hill,
Lacey, Meeus, Monkhouse, Richardson, Stevenson, Thewlis and Turnbull.
Bits of business included an update on Harvey’s health. Cash coming in, Ms Critchley’s appeal for
replies and Mr Stevenson asked if anyone fancied being a governor for the Together Trust.
8.49 Sweet
9.00 Coffee
9.08 Ms Geary arrived.
9.15 Presentation on Girl Guide trip to North West India in 2017.
The Club contributed £300 to the costs of the trip organised through North West Girlguiding. Fern
was selected from over 150 girls and raised the fare costs through organising raffles, bag packs, a
curry night and more. On 24th July 2017 Fern flew to Mumbai and then had the following itinerary:- 6
hour drive to Pune to visit WAGGS, fly to New Delhi, on to Agra and the Taj Mahal then a coach ride
to Jodhpur to ride elephants. Her main objective was to work on The Mandore Project (at a school).
She helped construct tables, decorate walls, lay floors improve electrical supplies and washing
facilities. Very interesting and eloquent.
9.50 Admin announcements
9.58 Final toast.
Mr Secretary later writes “As we were leaving the Ladybridge Park last night, Fern handed me this
thankyou card which I feel should be shared with everyone. She was certainly a good speaker and I
learnt that she although had given talks before she had not presented that specific one. I think she will
go far with her career”

Bulletin for 1st August 2018.
20.00 The chainless President called the meeting to order, followed by food.
20.45 Apologies – of which there were many. Only 15 members were present at
the meeting, with Denise arriving after the meal making 16.
Bits of business included £70 having been received as payment a donation
from Stockport Speakers Club for the loan of gazebos and the lightweight
marquee for their garden party, an update on Harvey’s health from Satish
and £201.13 collected for End Polio Now at a showing of the film Breathe
(which is polio-related).
After pudding dessert the attendees grouped into their respective
committees.
21:46 Reports from the various committees commenced:
Secretary:
Pam Withers (new member) will be attending on the 15th August.
Treasurer:
£2000 in the general account; £7500 in the charity account which is not
allocated to anything at present).
W&M:
£76.41 was raised at Super Summer Sunday event in Bramhall Village
Square from small sales and Peter’s cut outs. Well done to everyone
involved.
At least 55 scarecrows have been sold so far which is OK.
Most of the entertainers for the Scarecrow Festival from last year have
agreed to support the event this year, which is good. We are still looking
for a 2bigQ” act to draw in the crowds!
Community Service:
Holding back at the moment on who to recommend as the charities for the
Christmas Collections and the Duck Race. Organisations being considered
are Swanbourne Gardens Respite Centre and Beechwood Cancer Care
Centre.
International:
Having started by saying that International had been really busy (not),
this turned into the longest section of the evening, and certainly the

longest section on International in the history of the club (at least since
Jennifer joined anyway).
The Lend with Care fund had lent £30 (on the day of the meeting) to 4
people with incomprehensible names, which had left the fund with £4.06,
of which £4 was paid to Lend with Care itself, leaving a grand total of 6p
surplus in the fund.
John T suggested increasing the amount in the Lend with Care fund to
£2000 which provoked a lot of discussion, including questions from John M
about how Lend with Care worked anyway.
It was requested that a summary of how Lend with Care works was
included in the Bulletin, but in the Internet age a link is obviously a better
option 
https://www.lendwithcare.org/info/how_it_works
It was agreed to increase the Lend with Care fund to £1000.
Club Services:
The Bulletin writer’s notes say “more or less up to date”, but the Bulletin
writer has no idea what that was supposed to mean!
PR & Comms:
Press release for the Scarecrow Festival in “Inside Bramhall”. Good
publicity (and thanks to Maggie’s daughter for help with the art work).
Other:
There will be gardening at Bramall Park from 10:00 to 12:00 on Saturday
4th August, probably once again focusing on the removal of Himalayan
Balsam from the stream by the Victorian Rock Garden. This is a great
fun-packed activity suitable for all ages. Wellingtons, snorkels and wet
suits are advised, however, due to the fact that we’ve already done most
of the bits which are accessible from dry land!
22:30 Final toast and the end of another enjoyable club evening.

Hearing Dogs: Bulletin report for 15th August 2018

Who did we have running the meeting? Not our President Steve, who was
poorly, but Gill Critchley, easily remembering all her meeting-running skills from
yesteryear. There were some unintended consequences! Pam Withers was
expecting to be inducted into the club, and your Bulletin writer was supposed to
have been Gill. I was sweet-talked into acting as a stand in.

We welcomed Pam as a guest, hopefully for the last time before her induction,
our Hon Member Linda Holt, Sarah Ball and Wendy Sykes. Our speaker was
Christine Wright, who brought along her hearing dog, a lovely lab called Jessie.
Jessie immediately made friends with whoever she could lay a lick on, not that
many members actively encouraged her, of course! Denise and Andrew joined us
after the meal.

Secretary John surprised us all by offering printed versions of our Rotary mag,
long after we went electronic! RIBI seemed to have excess printed copies and
we were selected as deserving some of them!

Sue and Bob P had been to see Harvey in Southport and found him making
encouraging progress. He had been provided with a wheelchair, self-propelled to
encourage muscle building. An incentive seemed to be a pub opposite the
hospital, which was not out of bounds to Harvey! Satish had contacted RC
Southport to ask if they could visit Harvey occasionally to relieve his boredom.

Michael told a convoluted tale about how a donation to our Charity Fund from
Sainsbury’s had been paid, we think, into one of our closed bank accounts. If it
is there, some ingenuity will be needed to rescue it. Brian had ordered Rotary
poppy badges for those requesting one.

Christine Wright gave a fascinating insight into the role of hearing dogs, their
training, selection for individual recipients and the great benefit that a hearing
dog brings to its “owner”. In fact, the person with hearing loss, like Christine
herself, does not actually own the dog, as it can be removed if not cared for
appropriately. The charity “Hearing Dogs for Deaf People” supports the dog and
its carer for the working lifetime of the dog. The dogs rapidly become not just
helpers, but close friends and companions. All their tasks are tailored for that

particular person in that person’s home and working environment... the
particular sound of the alarm clock, the door bell, the smoke alarm and the
phone etc. The dog thinks it is all a big game! Christine demonstrated this by
using her special clicker out of sight to Jessie. Jessie awoke from her doze
immediately and rushed off to lick Christine, which was the desired response.
Other demonstrations followed to show how Jessie reacted to several sounds.
Very impressive!

There is a Hearing Dogs socialiser centre in Woodford, where help is always
welcome, as are dog carers to look after a dog if the owner is away for any
reason. It costs £45,000 to maintain a single hearing dog over its working
lifetime. The charity is entirely funded by donations.

Bob P thanked Christine for her excellent talk. Gill reminded bowlers of next
week’s crown green bowling, and Harry reminded gardeners of the weekend’s
continuing assault on the vegetation in Bramhall Park. Harry himself would be
unavailable, so who was going to buy the coffees, someone asked? For once,
Harry was lost for words! On that note the meeting closed at 10.15.

Dennis (stand in writer for the evening)

There were two social events this week; Tuesday was a Social social with a visit to the recording of
Countdown; Wednesday was a Rotary Social with our annual Bowls competition. I have taken the
liberty of reporting on both events.
COUNTDOWN Tuesday afternoon
Presidents Steve’s face says it all.
For those who have never seen the programme this is Rachel
Riley who provides the glamour. She is also a maths graduate
and answered one of the maths questions in double quick time.
According to Past Pressy David she is also fluent in several
languages, including Russian.
Six of us went to Media City for this recording; we were the last
session of the day when they record two programmes which will be broadcast on a Thursday and
Friday. First impressions for me were; large studio, huge battery of overhead lights, and a relatively
small audience. The format of the programme is largely unchanged from when I last watch it in the
days of Richard Whitely & Carol Vorderman except that they now have a short slot for the lady in
Dictionary Corner to answer a viewers question on language. Her explanation as to why the plural of
‘sheep’ is ‘sheep’ and not ‘sheeps’ past me by. During the recording there are short breaks whist the
crew change the letter view over to the maths problem, so a 30-minute broadcast takes something
like one hour to record. There was also a longer break between to two recording so that the
chairman can change his tie and Rachel changes her dress. During the interval we had a ‘warm-up
man keeping us entertained. One contestant had been there since the start of the day and will
return “next week”, he was a young maths student as I recall and was also very good at the word
questions; one of his scores was 103 to his opponents 51 so you can tell his expertise.
If you want to hear us clapping watch 22 and 23rd November. V After the recording we visited Prezzo
for food, which was excellent. By stint of some very quick key pressing on his IPhone our president
managed to get a discount code for the restaurant which gave us 30% off the cost of food. An
excellent evening.
BOWLS COMPETITION- Wednesday evening
Short version – we gathered at Kingsway Club; it rained; no play; we talked; we ate; we went home.
Slightly longer version – For a start time of 6.30pm, some arrived as late as 6.40; but by that time the
early arrivals had decided it was too wet to play; David Walker had already primed chef that we
would eat early. Eight rotarians; one rotary wife; one soon to be induced (Sarah) plus Trevor Saville
and his wife Joan plus David and his brother Norman enjoyed a chat and then a very nice meal of
chicken with savoury sauce on a bed if rice followed by apple pie and ice-cream.
The President claimed he had won the competition, but nobody else agreed.
Thanks to Gill for organising two excellent events Report by John Sykes

Bulletin Report Wednesday 5th September 2018

President Steve welcomed two NEW MEMBERS Pam Withers & Sarah Ball. He also said
that they would be inducted on Charter Night 24th September at Romulus Restaurant. Pam
& Sarah had been allotted to Ways & Means and Community Services Committees
respectively. Ron read out list of members who were away either on holidays or business
or off ill. Attendance was 21 including two new members.
Satish updated members on Harvey who was still in Southport General District Hospital. He
had visits from Clive of Southport Rotary Club. His son David & partner Lucy were visiting
him on Sunday 9 September for start of Rosh Hashanah. Medically he is using a frame to
get about as well as a walking stick. He tends to get depressed when he has no visitors. I
intend visiting him after the Jewish New Year. If any members would like to join me please
let me know. Dennis reported on Neil who was having a few days away in Lake District. Ian
updated on the health of Sid who appears to be getting more forgetful.
Following an excellent meal & Committee Meetings there was Report update by all
Committee leads as follows:
Club Secretary
John Sykes mentioned on KERALA FLOODS and Rotary Donations were in progress
Ways & Means
Maggie reported on 3 month schedule of events which were
a) Scarecrow Saturday 15th September from 10:00 am onwards. A full engaging
programme for families to get engaged with children. 40 Scarecrows in the Village
b) Fashion Show at the Dean Water Hotel Wednesday 7 November (Cost of Ticket yet
to be determined).
c) Xmas Float Collection
Proceeds to be donated to DEBRA (A very rare incurable skin disease called Epidermolysis
Bullosa EB)
Community Services: Bruce, David, Dennis, Sarah, Satish (Apologies Bob and Neil)
1) Bramhall Station Adoption: Satish reported to Club on an update following visit by
David Rose & himself on 22nd August. Following discussion with commuters it was
resolved that (a) The station buildings were drab and needed brightening up with
paint. (b) Also needed were big flower/shrub containers (c) Brighter Murals outside
depicting Bramhall Hall and other land marks around the area such as AVRO & Fred
Perry Way or others which members may think appropriate. After Laura Calvert’s
talk more would be explored. We may be required to engage local contractors for
painting & garden design. Further discussions with local businesses, schools &
voluntary organisations
Laura Calvert to give a talk on Adoption on Wednesday 21 November. Satish to
email Station Adoption Guide to all members.
2) Update on Lonely elderly persons recently bereaved or living alone in SK7 & SK8.
For this President Steve joined for discussions. He had been in touch with Thursday

Club which meets at Methodist Church. It was resolved that Steve & Satish were to
make further enquiries with local churches to take it forward. Dennis told of Elderly
Residents in Didsbury who have a Neighbourhood Residents Club following his
attendance at a recent funeral. An excellent concept but too big for us.
3) Rotary Foot Path Maintenance which has been maintained by Bruce as he has the
tools. Bob & Satish visited part of it prior to Bob going on his vacation to France.
4) P/R Exercise Reverse Rett & Pure Insight representatives to be invited to club to
receive cheques and make short speeches. Date to be fixed with Bob Preece
5) Main Donation Request from Duck Race on Sunday 19 May 2019 to Beechwood
Cancer Care
6) Donations Request a) Debra, b) Hearing Dogs, c) Care Home Day Centre in Edgeley
SK3 9RT Only Centre in North West providing short breaks for children with learning
disabilities & complex health needs. It is run by Stockport NHS Foundation Trust
7) Wednesday 26 September Presentation by Janet Kennedy & 2 BHS students on
their forthcoming trip to BORNEO by 34 Students. Please note Meeting Time
changes 6:45pm for 7pm
International Committee:
Harry reported on Lend with Care whose Budget had been uplifted to £1000 was
progressing well. He also enthusiastically mentioned about possible visit to Uganda next
year. He shall be reporting on it in next few months.
Club Services
Bob Preece reported on a full engaging programme for next 6 months. Job Talks by 2 new
members also included. Sarah to read the Rotary Charter on Charter Night.
Social Calendar
Brian in the absence of Gill updated the Club Members on the forthcoming Events:
1) Charter Night at Romulus Tuesday 25 September 2018 7:30pm for 8pm. Dress Code
Jacket & Tie
2) Walk organised by Denise Wednesday 12th September The Windmill Pub, Holehouse
Lane, White Green SK10 5SJ
3) Tuesday 18th September Visit to Terracotta Army Liverpool
4) December 14 XMAS Party
5) December 30 President’s Drinks
6) January 2019 CHAD Visit
Publicity, Logistics & Human Resources
Finally not to be outdone, Ian reported on Scarecrow update planning & execution. He had
spent £400 to buy 1000 Blue balloons, valves & helium. In his searches he found a Sponsor
who is to donate £200 towards Rotary Logo on the balloons. Well done Ian
President Steve closed the meeting after International Toast at 10:20pm
Satish

Bulletin – Annual Walk 12.09.18.

On a beautiful September evening 15 Rotarians and Aston, Brian’s dog, set off
on our annual walk which was organized by Denise. We started out from the
Windmill Pub near Poynton, walked across fields and after negotiating a few
styles reached the Middlewood Way. We then turned onto the Macclesfield canal
tow path and followed this for a while before returning to the Windmill. We saw a
variety of Cheshire wild life including two Llamas and near the end of the walk
we were treated to a beautiful sunset. The walk took about an hour and a
quarter and was ably led by Denise who only took one wrong turn. The meal at
the Windmill proved very tasty, the extra-large fish and chips being a very
popular dish. Thanks to Denise and Gill for organizing a very enjoyable evening.

Bob

Bulletin Sept. 19th 2018
At first glance it seemed that the usual suspects were assembled for the meeting, but then I noticed
Neil Loveland chatting away. He looked extremely well I thought, at least until Michael asked him for
his subs! The atmosphere was buoyant but perhaps a little more orderly than some evenings – I
blame the recent influx of delightful but well-behaved ladies!
The evening’s speaker was Simon Sheard of
UKBiobank. This, we were told, is a charity formed
in 2000 with the aim of gathering the most
comprehensive set of data for medical and social
research in the world. A similar scheme is now
running in China which may be bigger, but it will
always be playing catch-up! The development
phase lasted five years during which strict
protocols were developed to govern the use of the
data, and automated machinery was invented to
deal with the vast numbers of samples involved.
Recruitment began in 2006 at centres throughout England Scotland and Wales, and a total of
500,000 volunteers were enrolled, assessed and “sampled” over the next four years. All participants
donated nine tubes of blood, which is just about Tony Hancock’s “armful”. Only one tube was
analysed initially and all the others have been stored securely a temperatures of -80C or -196C.
To the surprise of most of us we learned that the central processing base is in Stockport. Oxford Uni
stores raw data, and Cardiff and Edinburgh Unis are also involved. Core funding comes from the
Medical Research Council and the Wellcome Foundation, with other agencies also chipping in.
The stored data is available to bona fide researchers from industry and academia. They are charged a
fee which reflects only the cost of retrieving and sending that data, keeping the cost of research
down. Although there are strict rules governing the use of the data the policy is to be as generous as
possible with it. Access to the samples themselves is much more rigorously controlled as they are a
finite resource.
Simon was a very good speaker and he finished
early enough to be subject to a barrage of
questions including: ”What has come out of the
data so far?” The short answer seems to be “Lots
of detailed studies” but just a fortnight ago the
papers were reporting research which
demonstrated a link between air pollution and
early heart failure, which is based entirely on
UKBiobank data.
As the meeting drew to a close President Steve

reminded us that next week’s meeting, at which members of Bramhall High School will tell us about
their planned visit to Borneo, will begin a whole hour earlier than usual, so try to be at the club for
about 6.45pm.

Harry Hill

Bulletin Wednesday 3rd October 2018
Nineteen Club members gathered for a routine committees evening, the bright spot
being the return of Neil who was in good form. Welcome back Neil! David R.
presided as Steve has gone off to the sun for a couple of weeks: one has to question
his priorities!

While waiting for pud, Satish updated us on Harvey saying that he was still waiting
for mobility aids to be fitted to his house, so his return home will be delayed till mid
October. Ian made a plea for 100 empty screw to wine bottles for the fashion show, a
challenge which will be relished by a number of club members.
Turning to committee reports:
Secretary - nothing to report
Treasurer - General account - £2000+, Charity account - £4300. We have ended our
relationship with the CAF bank who have issued us with a cheque for 3 pence!
Ways and Means - Maggie thanked all those who had helped making the scarecrow
festival a success, commenting on the great atmosphere created and noted
that
there would be a profit of around £1000. Efforts were
were now concentrated on the fashion show which takes place in 5 weeks. Tickets
are
printed and Maggie urged everyone to sell as many as
they can, the minimum being 100. Clarins are coming and Michael has put posh
fashion show
music on the ipod. Maggie appealed for prizes for
the main raffle and noted that fliers are available.
Most charities have confirmed their nights for the Xmas float but
Express Solicitors and Notcutts have yet to confirm respectively, the availability of
the
van and collection at Woodford.
Maggie said that Cheadle rotary club had suggested mutual help
with events which Maggie will discuss further. It could be that there will be as
many
as 150 Christmas hampers to distribute although other
clubs may help.
Community Service - Following the presentation last week from two BHS pupils, a
donation of up to £1000 would be recommended to Council in support of their trip
to
Borneo. The Methodist church has a weekly lunch meeting
for elderly people. They have requested help with transport and assistance during
the
lunch meeting. This is supported and will be quantified.
The footpath visit will be deferred till the spring. A £1500 donation was confirmed
to
hearing dogs. A full set of papers covering the last
Dragons Den has now been received from Tony Burch. The committee will consider
these and
revert to the club in due course.
International - Harry would like any spare specs. There has been no money returned
by Lend with Care in the past month. It is still hoped to arrange a trip to Uganda
in
February but no detail as yet.

Club services - Bob reported the meeting schedule is full till December when nothing
has been arranged as the Christmas activities will be in full swing.
AOB - Blind run, Harry is driving on Monday. Council is meeting on 22nd October.
Pownall Green has asked to borrow the gazebos again. There has been
damage
incurred in the past and it was suggest a small charge be levied
to those borrowing them in future. Bruce commented that a group of disadvantaged
young
people from Pure Insight had formed a group named SOS Stop
the Stigma. They are planning a major meeting in Manchester in May with the
support of Andy
Burnham. We may wish to provide support. More detail
will be obtained.
Meeting closed at 10.20
Bruce Bissell

Bulletin Report – Wed 17th October 2018
Lend With Care
Bob Preece was in command in the absence of Pres Steve. A total of 17
members and the speaker, Kevin Dupres, enjoyed yet another fine meal.
Maggie announced that our quiz team had won 1st prize at the recent Hazel
Grove quiz. She described in graphic detail Andrew’s sprint to ensure we won
the tie breaker! Sue Preece told us that Albert (from Kasese) was getting
married (a surprise as we all thought he was) and that we were all invited to
the wedding in Uganda. Harry put in a plea for Waitrose shoppers to use the
green tokens in support of Walthew House. John Sykes informed us that the
long standing relationship with Greater Manchester Fire service (discharged by
John, Ron and in the past Trevor Saville and David Walker) has come to a
natural end and they have returned uniforms etc. The project involved visiting
1000+ homes and installing over 260 smoke alarms.
After the coffee break Kevin gave a presentation about Lend With Care. It was
started by Care International, an organisation set up in 1945 in the USA to help
war torn counties (like UK). The system now is that a lender (e.g. us) goes to
the web site, choses who to lend to and pays across the money. The loan is
made to typically a young, often female, entrepreneur in a third world country.
It gets repaid (default rate less than 1%) and they lender can take their money
back or lend it again. Simple. However this led to an amazingly complex round
of questions which your author found hard to follow.
Just for information our own statistics as of right now are: We have paid in a
total of £994 (£500 fairly recently) and have lent £1,622. £841 has been repaid.
We have donated to the Lend With Care organisation £130 (to enable them to
run the operation). We have made 23 loans, helped 114 entrepreneurs (some
loans are to groups), helped 463 family members and created 80 jobs. Quite
something I think.
Michael
18.10.18

Bulletin for 24th October 2018.
8.01 Mr Littlewood called the meeting to order, apologised for being absent so much recently and
welcomed Mr Davies and his son, Chris. He sat on the top table with Bob P and our guest, John
Mumford.
8.05 Food.
8.30 Mr Preece gave apologies. Six absentees recorded and 22 members present plus 2 guests.
Bits of business included congrats to Mr Dougall on his recent transfer to wedded bliss plus a
presentation from the Club, a further presentation of jewels to Past President Mr Rose, an update on
Harvey’s health from Mr Mehta. Comments also from Mr Sykes, Mr Mehta and Mr Allport regarding
various visits to other clubs. Mr Rose reminded us that it is World Polio Day, Mr Hill called for
gardeners on Saturday.
8.40 Sweet
8.55 Coffee
9.10 Presentation on wills, family trusts and lasting power of attorney by John Mumford of Estate
Planners Ltd. Huddersfield.
If one does not have a will you pass intestate which can create problems for the family. A will should
be reviewed every 5 years. However, Mr Mumford said that you should not just have a normal will
because you need to protect your assets. This is where family trusts and LPA’ play their part.
He also suggested that it was prudent to get a funeral plan in place sooner rather than later.
Mr Mumford delivered loads of complex information concisely with supporting examples and
statistics. Very interesting and eloquent.
10.04 Final toast. Ian

And that ends this big catch up edition!!

